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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 13,

lauuniiBnnrms.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW AI)VERTI

Liberty Loan, Coupon Bond, Full

paid Coupon Hoods
ready for delivery.

now

of the Fourth

Liberty Loan

worth,

hour before

will

!

F

Superba Canned,
$2.50
2.95

Fancy

Squash,
June Wrinkle<[
leas.

Sifted Peas,

Baked Beans,

2.25
3.60
2.35

Beets,

per dozen

2.50

4

Tuesday,

3.50

Blueberries,
2.75
Pineapple, sliced, 2.75
Pineapple, grated, 2.75

Pears,

30-

Suu
Mon
Tues

Cash

clear

44-

cloudy

clear
rain

.07

rain
clear
cle.ir

cloud)*

.35

55—
43—

24—

43-

you

evening.
i->

visiting

Mrs.

John A. Scott in Corinna.

3.75

Mrs. Jennie Hastings and
in Ellsworth

are

Alfred

son

few

a

of

days.

I'be literature club will meet next Monday evening with Mrs. C. E. Alexander.

<

ond

E11 s worth

Carry Grocer,

3

Cbalners touring

ear,

in

Mary

Friday

Perkins left

gor to spend tne wiuter wi h
Mr-. L. J. Reeves.

for

her

Ban-

sister,

Buick touring car,
1917 Ford

vVeehaw ken,

AUTO

SERVICE--y-

^t**riigc Boom for Fifty Cars
1 ©

Main Mr«*et, Klfawntth' Me
a mmjm

125*8

a—

Men skilled'in rough carpenter work—one per hour
—10-hour (lay.
Big dam construction—long job.
Good living conditions. Fare refunded at end of first
month.
C. W. BLAKESLEE & SONS
Stevenson, Conn., near Derby, Conn.
We also want ami will pay 42 l-2e

an

hour to

regular meeting of Nokouiis Kelodge will be hi Id next Tuesday
evening; supper at tj.30.
The

bekah

C. c. BURRILL

&

SON

Bresnahan of

rence

corps is at home from camp
N. VL, on a short furlough.

the aviation

Rochester,

at

Miss Helen

Tincker, who has spent the
Merry Mack, returned
yesterday to West Somerville, Mass.
at

summer

Emmons

the

Shea,

Camp Devons,

from

has

spending a short furlough with
parents, Patrick H. Shea and wife.

been
bis

Rev.

Flanagan, pastor of St.
Joseph’s Catholic church, was called to
Boston last week by the death of his

F.

P.

father.

Purdy,

spent the past two
months with his daughter. Miss ConYork
stance Purdy, returned to New
Monday.
Mrs. J. | T. Giles and Miss Hazel Giles
Mr.

Laborers

Construction

N. J.

Roy E. Fifield has purchased the camp
of VV. H. Butler on the Surry shore of
Lower Patten pond.

J. Law

CARPENTERS WANTED

ho

w

has

will leave to-morrow for

Boston,

land and

then

in

visit

a

going

Port-

to California

fire and automobile insurance
the leading

companies

of this and foreign countries

tin

The
church

a nee

and

society

subscribers
dues

ou or

Baptist

committee of the

to

church

all

that

requests

pay

expenses

24.

before Nov.

tug Little Round Top, ashore at
Harden’s rocks, has not yet been floated.
The

EDWARD H. BAKER
Graduate Optometrist
At Ellsworth Office, 65 Oak St.

Saturday to Wednesday inclusive
Telephone 146"II

schooner

The

discharged,

trips

n

than erer before—there's

»

ton

reason.

The United War Work

Campaign

Give—give

Two Ford Cars

«ll»worth, M*.
or Ntffht

cheerful

to the limit.

Storage Battery Repairing

For Sale
C“Kon*"7-»
p»rt»Hc Car Day

means

letters from over there.

157-11

david linnehan

held

was

and Recharging

i

Hutteries Stoied fur Winter »nd
Given Proper Care

A. R. ROYAL
68 State

St., next Court House.. Ellsworth.

make a

to

personal investigation
banking.

and facilities for < fficient

o/’ Ell sworth.Maine

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

(lowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
determination.
Decide
to save all
accomplishment requires
you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.
Like a

and

spend

Hancock County Savings Bank
M ame

Ellsworth,

Supoose You Should Have

a

Fire To-Night?

TAPLEY

W.

O.

Insurance end
Taplcy Building,

S..

at

of the

of Ellsworth

beach

for

overseas.

Hansconi and

wife

have closed

home here and left yesterthe winter in St. Petersburg,

and Baltimore

en

freight wreck
miles

iwo

in

Bos-

route.
on

the

below

Mt.

Insert

Washington

Charles

Real Estate

Telephones: Office 14, Residence 4U-3

69 Main St.

COUNTY SEED SHOW.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Treworgy,
Cbsrleh J.

Treworgy Corporation,

name

name

formal

having

interest ot Mrs. Helen S.
in

J

I
|

4.600

acres

land,

in

Bangor

one-tjuarter interest

a

the

Mace of

towns of

America added

his

with

mite

blank

and

firecrack-

cartridges
continuously until late in the
In
the
evening the fife and
evening.
drum corps turned out and led A parade,
while a big bonfire was kindled in
postoffice square. Many bouses were illumiers,
hells rang

horns.

The

Henry C. Emery, recently released from
Germany, where he had been held a prisoner
his arrest by Germans last
since
March at the Aland islands when, with bis
wife and several English and French men
and women, he was fleeing from Russia,
arrived in New York Sunday on the Norwegian steamer Bergensfjorn. His wife,
who

was

by
released,

also taken

the Germans

but

came
to
this
immediately
country several months ago. She met him
in New York, and they are now with Prof,
and Mrs. F. G. Allinsou, in Providence,
K. 1. Judge Emery, who is in Boston for
the winter, will join them there.

campaign is on
In Hancock county the work

this week.
is well

P.

Royal of Ellsworth

as

general
Chairmen have been appointed

chairman.
for each

department

work, and

pointed

Holmes,

Miss M. E.

representative, has organized the
the women’s division, with Mrs.

work of
Allon

work

organized.

national

united

as

in

have

committees

in each town of the

the

war

been

ap

county, to

co-

operate with the men’s division in the

so-

licitation of
fund.
the

subscriptions
J.

Rev.

men’s

to the

W. Tickle

division

evening there

was a

at Hancock hall to
Ellsworth must give

is

war

chairman of

for Ellsworth.

general
boost

work
Last

meeting
campaign.

mass
tne

$6,072 to this fund.

slight change in the time schedule
branch now gives a
on the Mt. Desert
through day connection from Boston,
which was not made last winter, or since
the winter schedule went into effect this
A

fall.

The

train

on

the

main

line

that

heretofore rau only Irom Portland
Waterville, now leaves Portland at 10.05,
afternoon. Seven cars left the rails.
connecting with train leaving Boston at
The Ellsworth branch of the Red Cross 5.53 a. m. and runs through to Bangor,
will meet at the grand jury room at the arriving there at 3.10. The train down
house
court
Friday afternoon. All the branch, heretofore leaving Bangor at
machines and material will be there. It 3.00 p. m., under the new schedule leaves
is hoped to have a large attendance for Bangor at 3.15, reaching Ellsworth at
work.

4. 31

instead

of 4.16.

There

is

also

Manning
decorated with the
Refreshments

were

The

flags

rooms

of the

were

the Methodist church next Sunday,
there will be morning worship at 10.30,
Sunday school at 11.45; evening service at
7.30. All children not attending some
other Sunday school are invited to this
At

5.35 and Ellsworth at 6.24

instead of 6.23.

allies.

served.

J.

Whitney
Bowdoin over Sunday.
Owen

and

home

was

from

to

Earl L. Gray is spending the week hunting at the lumber camp of Stephen N.
Jordan, Waltham.

visiting
Hastings.

family

has

Higgins

his

own

with

is

Air. Severance

for

will

as

Harvard, who is in camp.
a

week. Mrs. Moore received

bad cut

a

on

stitches.

farmers, and

of

as an

in

large

a

inkling

the way of

an

Hancock

county grown
splended showing in the window

former

Stratton

store

State

on

significant.

The

take

annual

place

in

lection

the

of officers

afternoon.

The

harm Bureau members.

ELECTION.
lor

to the work

The governor and council, at their regumeeting last week, ordered a bearing

the

Bureau of Hancock

lar

November 27 on the petition of Dr.
George A. Phillips of Bar Harbor for an

farmers and the

county

are

Farm

doiug.

on

of

examination

the

September election,

ballots cast

inspection

An

of the

indicated that Dr.

Itnirrubnufm.?,

the

representative.
recently

ballots

Phillips

stead of Herbert L.

at

and the correction of

the returns of the vote for

was

Graham,

elected inshown

as

by

the returns.

Phillips
of the

has

now

Hied

facts and asks

the returns
the

error

are

representation

a

that

and council examine the
found to be

the

governor

ballots, and if
in

be corrected aud that

error, that
he be de-

clared elected.
A letter from
Bar

Harbor

Attorney

B.

E.

Clark

of

accompanied the statement

saying that Mr. Graham had assured him
that he is perfectly satisHed that a major-

ity of the votes
nents, and that

were

cast

for

his

Mdk®

opp<

y®mir

by the
town officials in counting the votes cast,
and hence

an error was

an error

in the

made

record and

ri-

Myall

by wnicb he was declared elected.
Further, that he will impose no obstacle
in the way of a fair determination of the
result, and will assist in any way possible
in arriving at the same.

T®@ftlh Paste
it is easy

In the Crush.
“I hugged a girl rather tightly the
other night and crushed some imported cigarettes.'*
“Yours or hers?”

3
^

Nyal Tooth Paste has a tasty
flavor and superior cleansing
qualities.
zs oents for

a

large tjoe.

At

Alexander’s Pharmacy
Ellsworth, Me

COMING KVKNl'S.
Nov. 14,

prM®

with

turn

v31

Hancock halt—County seed
annual meeting of Hancock
Farm Bureau.
at

show and

County

21, at Methodist \estry
by Methodist club.
Nov.

Grand Old Man of Liberty.
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, Md.,
was the signer of the Declaration of
Independence who lived longest after
July 4, 1776. He survived until November 13. 1832.

hall, Ellsworth,

there will be

& Son, the South Brewer
millers, will make an exhibition of a full
line of the products of their mill, and will
bring down some Maine wheat flour to be
awarded as prizes for the best exhibits of
wheat raised in Hancock county.
The business meetings, as well as the
seed exhibit, are open to the public generally, and it is hoped there will be a large
attendance of people of Ellsworth and
vicinity, who are promised a revelation as

leg, necessitating the taking of sixteen

Uruereu on
I'etition
Hearing
Bxttininatlon of Ballots.

that

annual

will be held

F. H. Brastow

bad

shaking up by being thrown out of their
w^agon at their home one evening last

BAR HARBOR

the

speaker* of the afternoon will be Wilson
Conant of Buckfield, who will 9peak on
tarmers’organization, and Miss Catherine
Platts of Orouo, who will speak of women

visit

a

the

the

Hancock

may*be expected

officers.

to

mov-

house.

John A. Moore and w'ife received

the

the Hancock

and

The fi'-st business mett ug wilt >pen at
a. m., wiih
an
address by
the
president Jutian Emery, and reports of

was home a part of last
Camp Devens. Eugene Clougn

sou

of

10.30

Frank Severance

with bis

are

street is

family

Mill street

on

house. .Mr. Dunham

ing into his

returned

at

Indications

seed,

spending

are

moved

from the Dunham house

week from

to-morrow

exhibition

part of this week with Mr. Moore’s
parents, John A. Moore and wife.

the

Bureau,

of what

a

Albert C. Cottle

improvement

and

County Farm

of

Richard Moore and

seed

xbihition

attendance of

Morgan of Brookline. Mass.,
her mother, Mrs.
Harriet

Mrs. Frank

annual

meeting and

meeting of the Farm Bureau,

Kuth Treworgy went
week, by automobile.

Portland last

Meeting of Farm Hureau in
Ellsworth To-morrow.

a

Miss Dorothy M. Spillane entertained slight change in the north-bound eveneighteen friends ou her eighteenth birth- ing train on the branch, which nowat 5 40 instead of
day Friday evening, at her home in the leaves Mt. Desert Ferry
block.

John

is

Ellsworth celebrated peace day noisily.
Conservatively waiting until tht early
morning news was confirmed, at 11 o’clock
the signal was given for the ringing ot
hells and blowing of whistles. Young

The

with Simon Lake and wife.

Mariaville

and Eastorook.

Animal

borne from
E. Clough
was
Monday and Tuesday.
Herman Staples of Bath spent Sunday
William

Brewer

J.

of Charles J
will hereaf'er be known as the
under

the

late

Falls, recently in-

the
Junction delayed traffic between
Junction and Mt. Desert Ferry Monday

sea-

Haitie
Telephone

the

been

summer

A

H. h. HARDEN.

)Urfy.

A.

branch

furs this

now ou

day to spend
Fla. They will make short visits

DEER SKINS
more raw

is

has

McCartney arrived last evening
for a furlough of a few days with his
parents, W. W. McCartney and wife.
He is in transport service and has made

their

HIDES, PELTS and

to»e bought

and

Eppes

W.

Frank

C.

toW FURS WANTED

Lulu

recaulking.

live

lls«

business

me united war

—Established 18«7—

'Iresentiug some of

funeial

I in the Holmes

Holmes left yesterday to
viNit her niece, Mrs. Pearl S. Tborsen, in

-PUBLIC

invited

are

standing

our

Union Trust Company

Friday

on

been made to the secretary of state.
The
corporation has recently purchased the

Miss Hannah

good condition. £3f>0.
touring car, good condition.

church

petition for the change of

day, Dec. 3.

good condition. f450.

The

Treworgy

meeting of the woman’s club will be
held at Knights of Columbus hall Tues-

CARS

You
of

have the sym-

label, between 2 and 4

Methodist

corporated

Mrs.

SECOND-HAND

the

The

street, from Oak to Sclool street,
given a surfacing of clay and

being
A

Garford Trucks

Willys Knight Cars,

receive your

Scott.

gravel.

Overland and

They

son.

Elizabeth Hauuders is visiting her I Joseph’s Catholic church Monday foredaughter, Mrs. Harry C. Mason, in Old noon, Kev. Fr. Brown of Bangor officiating hi the absence ot Fr. Flanagan.
Town.
Main

GARAGE

our

Mrs.

is

SILVY’S

policy from the beginning has
depositors in every proper way.

To this policy we attribute our remarkable growth
and present rank among the largest banks of
Eastern Maine.

the

on

eveninar, Nov. 15, at 7.30 there will be
held a Sunday school institute, to which
all are cordially invited. Addresses will
be given by K-v. James H Gray, district
superintendi'Ht of the eastern d.vision of
the East Maine conference, and Kev. C.
J. Brown,
superintendent of Sunday
schools. A large gathering is hoped for.
Patric k Ford, one of Ellsworth’s oldest
residents, died Saturday at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Annie Hurley, on Maple
street. He had
been
fading in health
fiom old age for along time.
Mr. Ford
was eighty-two years of Hg«.
He leaves
Vlrs.
and
Mrs. Sabina
twosisteis,
Hurley

clear
citar

Hale

at her home

inp. m., ana gt
your carton ana lu
structions as to what you can send, what
cannot
you
send, and how to send.

Mt. Dessert is in
to-day.
A regular meeting of Irene chapter will
Katherine

been to aid

postoffice building the first
Wednesday or Friday after

Monday,

L)r. R. L. Grindle of

Mias

Thursday

last

At

Fiiday

Myron K. Carlisle in
livery stable.

by

valuable and

a

Our

Send your Christmas parcel to the boy
early. Go to the Bed Cross

I llswortb

be held

used

offices in the

Ration

47—

48-

You will find this institution

worthy ally.

overseas

Precip-

afternoon
clear

m

48—

the

Estelia S., wife of Charles L. Mitchell,

49—

8—

Hangor

J

Weather
conditions

forenoon
clear

12

a m

Wed
8)—
Thura 34Frl
38—

yel

low eyes,

2.25

midnight, j

Main

on

John M., twelve-year-old son of Mr.
George E. Higgins, formerly of
Ellsworth, died Saturday at their home
in Auburn. The body was brought here
for interment. The family has the sympathy of Ellsworth friends in the loss of
this, their second son within a year. A
little daughter died only a few years ago.

postoffice half

at Midnight
Nov. 12, 1918.

at

made

repairs

and Mrs.

ELLSWORTH.

Tentperature

Make your choice

from this list:

Com,
Tomatoes,
String Beans.

ending

recently
on

pathy of all.

observations
takeu at the power
station of the Bar Harhor <*fe Union Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty four hours

j

be

band, an adopted

| From

None But The Best Products

Hagerthy, who
Forsyth property

Bangor road, aged forty-two years.
Mrs. Mitchell was the daughter of Mrs.
Laura
Severance of
Falls.
Ellsworth
Sue leaves, besides her mother and hus-

Boding

WVfh

.r

C.

the

old

5.% p m.
3.65 p m.

IN

afternoon at 2 o’clock.

A.

died

mail closes.

WEATHER

they

to-

connection with his

AT POSTOFF1CB

at

Peters

War

or

Alliances for mutal benefit are as inevitable as
are legitimate.
The first and perhaps the
most important alliance a business man forms is
with his bank.

at the home

A.

Peace

In

stable at the rear, which was damaged
by tire nearly two years ago. The stable

a m;
m;

John

Mrs.

street, is having

Week Day*.
From Wrst-6 47 a m; 4.31 p m.
From East—11.11, a m: 6.24 p m.

Registered mail should be

Superba Brand.

Mr. and

bought

MAILS RBCBIVBD.

an

under

be

morrow

In effect, Xov. 11, 1918

MAILS CLOSS

ac-

M.

Funeral services will be held

AT 8LLSWORTH IOSTOFFICA.

Going Wrst-io.40
Going East-6.16 a

packed

in

will
of

to

died

home

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

I’lease call for your Coupon bond—and if you
wish,
we will file for Safe Keeping,
giving our receipt
Out-of-town subscribers are requested to write
us
whether coupon bonds are to be forwarded or
filed
for Safe-Keeping. I)o it to-day, please!

invited

are

No. 46.

I

Sbufrtigruunte.

Drake, formerly of Ellsyesterday morning at his
Brookline, Mass. The body
brought here for interment.

Dr. Olin

WEEK

H H Harden—Raw fur wanted
South Hancock;
R H Young -Raw fur wanted
Blubhili.:
Upright piano for sale

*re

Parents

INTIHID AS •KOOKD CLASS MATTER
AT THB BLUWOBTB P08T0FKICB.

1918.

any them.

Dr.

Paid, Subscribers
Ku 1

BMKNT' THIS

school?
com

House to let
Horse for sale
Union Trust Co
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
Probate notice—Eugene Ha>e et ala
—Eveiyn K Bullard et als
—William Perry
—Mary L Cochrane

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
To Fourth

nurtcan.

—

Sociable

Nov. 24 and 30—County conust of bovs’
and girl-*’ agricultuial clubs at Hancock

RAW FURS

|

Send me your furs; Ret check bv return mail
Prices 26'higher thau other dealer*.
Furs
sent for examination and quotation returned
promptly if price not accepted.

hall, Ellsworth.
Dee. 11 and

dist fair.

12,

R. W. YOUNG
at

Hancock hall—Metho-

Maino
Hancock,
Fifty years in the busintst. anti atil on eck
South

FARMERS URGED
SAVE FOOD AND
FEED THIS YEAR

KDITKD BT

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
I
stated In the title and motto-It la for the mut
oenetil, and alma to i>e helpful and hopeful
Belng for the common good, It la for the com
mon uae—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*

Strict Conservation is Imperative to
Enable America to Fulfill Obligations and be Ready for Mw*
aponsibl titles.

November—By
creating

monthly

in-

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will lie subject to appro'a* or
rejection by the editor of the column, »»u« none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to

tbe

allotment

sugar from two
three pounds of
sugar
per capita,
the Food Administration
emphatically declares that
this must not be taken as meaning
that the conservation of foodstuffs
generally is not now fully as important as it was at the highest sugar
While the sugar situation
shortage.
the
to
has improved,
largely due
splendid aid of the American house-

of

to

reducing consumption,
by the availability of new

wife
so

in

food originates.
Rigid conservation of food and feed
stored in granaries, cribs, barns and
similar buildings—also products now
in the fields—are essential to properly maintain our own population and to
Animeet increased foreign needs.
mal feeds though in a crude form,
must be considered food, since they
are the basis for meat, milk and poulThe vast quantity of
try products.
foodstuffs stored on farms makes opportunities for saving them correStrict conservation in all foods and
feeds stored on farms is imperative
in addition to the food program for
homes and public eating places. Compliance with these requests will enable the United States to fulfil present
obligations and be ready for new re-

sponsibilities
RULES

IN

BRITAIN.

The effect of war on agriculture in
Great Britain is strikingly shown by
now
in force
affecting
regulations
feeds and bedding
Among restrictions of unusual Interest are the fol-

lowing:
The use of straw for bedding purOat straw in
is forbidden
particular may be used only for feed-

poses

ing

purposes.

All persons owning horses entitled
limited supplies of hay, straw
chaff and cereal feeding stuffs, must
keep records showing the number and
class of horses, and full
facts regarding source, kind and amount of
feed used.
The occupier of an agricultural
holding may not sell or part with the
possession of any horse, which is
used, or capable of being used, for the
cultivation of the holding, except with
the authority of a license
When it is realized that these or
ders are necessary war measures, the
importance of voluntary feed conservation in the United States is apparent.
The Food Administration espe
daily asks for elimination of all food
waste, and utilization of farm byproducts to which little attention may
have been paid in former years.
to

PRUNE STONES.
Be It ever so humble, the prune is
s patriotic food.
Depending on their
elze, between two and three hundred
will
furnish
prune stones
enough
carbon for one gas mask. This carbon acts as an air filter and is the
soldier's protection against the dead
liest German poison gas.
Sources from which suitable carbon
can be secured are extremely limited
in amount, and the Food Administration points out that
prune
stones,
which make an excellent quality of
must
not
be
carbon,
wasted.
In addition to prune stones, apricot pits,
olive pits, date seeds,
berry pits and
plum pits. Brazil nut. hhhickory nut
walnut and butternut shells furnish
material for gas mask carbon.
No
other pits or shells should be substiSAVE

tuted
your collection of dried pits
shells to the nearest Red Cross
Station, thereby making
a
definite
contribution to the safety of America’s
soldiers overseas
Take

and

One hundred and eighty million
persons in Europe are facing starvation
and they are not Germans or AusIn planning to help
trians either.
feed these unfortunates the United
Stares Food Administration Is giving
the people of this country a chance
to be the world’s benefactors and to
win the world over to a larger faith
In the American people.
It has been announced by the Food
Administration That the rules prohibiting the use of wheat for feedlne
The
purposes have been rescinded.
trade la now permitted to grind wheat
or sell it whole for use of stock and

Restored Her Health.

Submarines.

Philadelphia, Pa.—“I waa very weak,
always tired, my back ached, and 1 felt
sickly most of the
^

'ie.

1 went to

time.

j

Canadian consumers have been put
an allowance of two
pounds of
butter per
creamery
person
per
than
the
month, but this Is better
Englishman’s allowance, the wbo’e of
which is only one-half pound of butter and one pound of oleomargarine
a
mon’*»

end with his

Man Still Lives
People who nutter fiora sour etotnach,
f f«.*od, dlttirni after eating
fer»;irnt■•cion
and
and indigestion.
seek relief in targe
chuni a of i*rtiflcfal digestorn, are killing
their atomaehH by iuactiou Just aa surely aa
the victim of ntorpbine i«
eadeniug and
injuriug beyond re.-air erery nerve »n hia
Wnat the atnmach of every sufferer from
needs is a good prescription that
will ouiid up Ins stomach, pn stienath, energy aud elasticity into It, and make ii sturdy
enough to digest a hearty nit-al without
artificial aid.
The b< st presetiption for indigestion ever
wri ten is «o d b> druggists ever> where aim
by C'hss K. Alexander nd is rigidly guaranteed to build up the stomach aud cute in
digestion, or money oa; k.
'this prescription is named Mi-o iu. and
is sold in small tab e. form in large boxen,
for only a few cents.
Kcn.cmb*
the name.
Mi*o*n. st »n»ach tablet*.. They uevt
fail.

Great Britain Sect Need of Holding
Command of Air a» Well as of
Sea—Aircraft Either Attack
Summon Patrol*.

of

Burry spent th,

Otis.

son

Edwin Inftslls, who has w. rk in
s»me 8
sillr, spent Bun ray at home.
TheW.T. I. society will meet
Hjv. 14
Walls.

with Mrs. O la

The ladies' aid society had a
picnic dinNov. 6, with Mrs. N. U. Luni.
Miss Zuhua Norwood is
employed ,,
Mrs. W. H. Ward’s, Msnset.
B. B. Heed and John
Kenny have taken
up Mr. Meeds’ weir from Hardwood
island.
Mrs. Dennis Norwood tnuitdi the
school
here two days last week for Miss
Bperrv
Who lias reran ill, out who will
resume uner

r

work

tins

Earle

morning.

Farley

and

wife,

who have

work al

beennt

Southwest Harbor factory,
have
to live with Mrs.
F.rfev't
parents, Uapt. Charles P. Lunl ami wit,
moved

here

this winter.

—

I from

of

600A

we*

a

cerse, “The Votcet
H’ FoUy I

of

brother

of

Song." by Jamr*
Did you give him a lift?

He's

a

man.

And bearing about all the burden he can.
Did you give him a smile? He was downcast
and bine.
And the smile would have helped him to
battle it through.
He was slipDid you give him your band?
ping down hill.
And the world, so 1 fancied, was using him i 1.
Did you give him a word? Did you show him

wanted me to
pound my husband
try it.
I took it fora week and felt a little betand
three
months,
for
ter.
it
I kept up
1 feel fine and can eat anything now
without distress or nervousness.M rs.
J Worthline. 2842 North Taylor St,
Philadelphia Pa.

Or did you

overdo, there

v

go on

mothers nowadays
so many demands
upoi their time and strength; the result
is
a weakened, run-down,
invariably
nerv ous condition with headaches, backache, irritability and depression and
soon
more
serious ailments develop.
It is at such
periods in life that Lydia E.
Pinkham’a Vegetable Compound will

with his load?

j
losing the

I)o you know what it means to b;*
fight.
V.’ben a lift just in time might set

!

right?
l)o you know what it

everything

means-just the clasp of

healthy condition,

a

A

lip.

To find

wbatphe grief is

brot hr-

a

help wheu

and

Fruit Cakk

of

-Yolks of 2
teaspoon salt, V2 1
teaspoons *ugar, I

Chicken 8al\d D iessing
rings well besten, 1 small
imall teaspoon pepper, 2

what you meant—what you say

w

l cup butter,
molasses, 1 cup sour

Two eg**,

I cupsurar, 1 cup
milk. 5 cups flour K teaspoon s<*da, citron,
currants, raisins and spice to taste.

you

l small

teaspoons mixed mustard. 1 table- j
•
Put
poon butter, 4 tablespoons vinegar.

may be true—
But the test of your manhood is. What did
you DO?
Did you reach out a hand? Did you find him
the road,
Or did you just let him go by with h»s load?

ill

vessel of

in a

hot water

Jisb). let boil and add fast

(of course in a
>.t cup cream

not

too

fl

>e.

My Dear Frier-ds:
FRANK UN.

always particularly agreeable
a direct personal question

It in not

Leslie Swan has

to have such
addressed to

it

poem—especially
it

bis bo

the title of the above

us as

we

expected to

are

a

felt-phone

installed at

ne.

Frank Oott.

jr.,

of the

p4trol,

coa«t

is

but

borne from Bar Harbor.
you see the
readers of the column will escape that. I
Monday was ushered in with hilarious
However, the beat answer no doubt would ringing of church and school hells.

answer

honestly,

be, to keep one’s eyes open to the opportunity aud “give a lilt” to those whom
we could cheer or help.
If persons were all constituted alike,
be
it would easily
possible to have a
general rule that would apply iu every
But

case.

and

trouble

different

affect

loss and
so

persona

Uarbwtt visited her sister,
rs.
Fiekett, in Cherryfteld Thursday
and Friday.
Mr*. Edwin

The roof of the Methodist

great

sorrow

class in the Methodist

tact is

Toothers

have

friend to

a

fears and

the

it

ble-sed

a

whom

sorrows

let’s read

Now

is

they

relief

can

day evening

to

or

a

line in

a

something about
we

course

are

question

not

Why

troubles.

indifferent

do

asked?

was

toothers’

you
suppose tbst
“Didn’t you see?”

_

I

to

sorry

m

pari of last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Lurch

and

Miss

Herman

Fasten, Pa., are in town. Mr. Lurch is
having a car-load of Christmas trees cut.

of

j

Trie grange members will hold their annual sale and supper at their ball Tbu sday afternoon. A farce will be an attraction in the

evening.
Workman and wife

Frank

Bangor recently,

came

from

daughter,

and with their

Kffie, are at the home of Mrs. Workman's mother, Mrs. Eben Smith.
Miss

Simon Bunker and

report that two of cur
>1. B. members, B. E. 8. and Yasbti, are
ill. No doubt there art o hers, who are
and for all we hope for the reill ala
covery of their usual health and strengtn.
am

well attended.

was

Flora

Harrington

line of it

the poem, too, that says
“didn’t you set?” Of

pnny»rv

Orisko, wife of the principal of the high school, was in town from

here and there.

There is

the

Sunday school Fri-

Mrs ( 'arence

confide

You surely can give a
smile to one who is hearing a burden,
and quite likely you can follow the smile
with “the clasp of a hand.” liven if
your own heart is beav> y u can, p rbapa,
lighten the load of some leilow traveller.

hv

is

ener-

Perkins has left for Portsmouth, N. H., to spend the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. t II«worth Long
Mrs

that distress them.

the poem,

entertainment

The

differently,

wounds
air. sb. Some
bear
opening
their losses of every kino within themselves.

parsonage

being shingled by a -mall force of
getic parishioners.

necessary in attempting
to comfort or aid those with whom we
really sympathize. We all want to avoid
(hit

■

!

away to cool before pouring on the
stricken, previously boiled and chopped, j
$et

wife and

Bernard

Donnell, wife and little nei *e, Abbie (Juptiil, of Tunk Pond, w-ere guests of Mr».

million American troops.
There ts Tery properly a good deal
of off rial
reticence regarding the
methods by which submarines are de-

They Have to Work Rapidly
Fight Rages.

vital to Britain as her present

See Submerged Boat*.
From a certain height in the air.
submerged U-boats are visible to observers and their position is communicated to the nearest naval patrol. The
work of aircraft is by no means confined to detecting the U-boats. They
have means of immediately attacking
their prey without waiting for the arrival of the naval patrol.
There is the obvious means of dropping bombs, fully effective when the
submarine is caught on or just below
the surface.
Modern antisubmarine
aircraft ure almost equally at home in
the air or on the water. Should the
U-boat dive through the water. Its pursuer can dive through the air and release depth charges, which have a considerable range of action, and are much
feared by U-boat commanders.
In claiming for the R. A. F. a large
share In winning the safe landing of
America’s first million the reservation
must be made that the range of aircraft from their bases Is limited, hut
their bases are not necessarily on land,
and seaplanes and submarine scouts
have accommodation on shipboard and
are carried to the area of their deepsea

patrols.

Where They Are Thickest.
Again, it is naturally in home waters and especially in the North sea
that submarines are thickest, outward
bound from Germany, so that aircraft
patrols are effective from home bases
over the sea zone most frequented by
U-boats.
Coast
patrol airships accompany
convoy* through home waters “spotting” submarines, to be dealt with
either by themselves or by destroyers ; and if the U-boat menace Is not
yet mastered, it is steadily and unmistakably being brought under control.
Sufe landing of a million Americans
in Fra jce is a big fact, the significance of which can hardly be missed
even In Germany, where, according to
neutral witnesses, scepticism has been
rapidly growing lately concerning the
possibilities of the U-boat campaign.

Fred Donnell last week.

Nov. 11.

B.

SEAL COVE.
The
most
of

news

some time in

poem

service,
the future

again.#)

home

jusl

with

as

tiie

and the M.

the

sons in

safe

connected

emouagmg,

will,
have

found

1 finished the

war

is

B. mothers

trust,

we

their

Mrs. Hannah Heath died
after many month* of
of seventy yea-*-. Sh

Friday,

suffering,
was a

Nov.

AdelbertHeath,

THE MOTHERS OF MBK.

Mrs.Heath

d

**o.

nsde her

b<»

e

winters for many years, coming
home-place each suinnier. She
not.

with cunnon or battle shot,
Nay.
With the sword or nobler pen;
Nay, not with eloquent word or thought
rom the mouth- of wouderful meu;
not

But deep in the walled-up woman's heart
Of a woman who woutd not yi Id.
But briefly, silently bore her part—
Lo, theie is that battlefield.

marching troop, no bivouac song.
No bauuers to gleam and wave.
But oh, those battles, they last so long.
From boyhood to the grate.

No

Yet faithful still as a pride of a'ars
She tights in her walled-up town.
Fights oil and on through the eudless
Then silent, uuseeu, goes down.

h

Ba

g r
to the oid

m

leaves

services

were

Burial in :be

held

at

the

home

Sunday.

family cemetery.

>ov. ll.

2$.
8UNSH1N $.

and

wife

sre

F. W. Dun bam and wife.
Arthur

Barter, Rodney Dunbam. H«>ll>s
Conary and Clyde Conary
have return.d to De. r isle high school.
Nov 4.
Spec.

Cooary,

Arthur

ye. with your cannon and battle shot
Aud soldiers to g' out and praise,
i tell you the bravest battles fought
Were fought iu tbesv silent wa s.

Jouquin MUIer.

CASTORIA
In U«s For Over 30 Years
AiTOfre

oeara

the

Signature

of

The United War Work
Campaign means cheerful
letters from over there.

Give-—give

le

Prime

Necessity

May Fly.
With the American Army In France.
—The signal corps men hart to do some
fast work during the recent fighting
to keep up with the Infantry and to
keep communications always open between headquarters and the villages
newly captured where the doughboys
were.

The signal corps was the connecting
link between the infantry, artillery,
ambulance service anil headquarters.
The signal corps did wonderful and
lightning work. Every other department says so.

to the limit.

he

letter I
lines in

lust

after

division

a

that

is

continually

wrote

sector.

eo trance.

We stayed there a few days, then moved
up
right back of tbe lines, with about the sstut
accommodations.
Our next move was mu>
the front .iues, which we held for s
while,
and then our bunch went over the top It i«
said that B and C companies were responstb
for the start of the wild letreat of the
Germans from the pocket in which the Alim
bad them. 1 didn’t go over with tae
re*t,
though. We dropped back u> the support fyr
a day before they went over, and when
they
started lor the liueit.agsiu that night, I f. utid
that 2 had left my ga* mask behind.
We were halted at the tune, and the liratenant sent me back alter my mask.
It
pitch dark in the woods, »nd of coarse one

gaining ground.
“As toon us the infantry makes a
push you have to get a telephone line
strung into the farthest ruins or woods
or wheat field, no matter how ninny
German shells are spattering madly
over the area.
Then. alMUit the time you get a wire
stretched along the ground \and In
working order, call up headquarters to
tell them. “This is the new post at
Squeedunk ; give us a ring to s«*e how
sin* works." along comes another Roche
shell and cuts the communication.
There's nothing to do but go out and
find the cut and fix it. and probably
more Roche shells are trying to make
more cuts in communication, or even
cut you off.
The signal corps had wires everywhere, In hushes, along the ground, on
j wiles left by the Roches, underground,
through ruins. Headquarters say they
never had su«*h quick service, and they
were never out of communication with
regiments longer than the few minutes
it took a signal corps man to Inspect
the wires and repair a break.
A signal corps man was stringing
some wires across a wheat field. “Some
war this." he said.
“I haven't had a
sleep for more than two days. I suppose I'd fall asleep on the Job if it
weren't for these shells that cotne
whistling along. Duck. There comes
one !**
After it exploded he said. “They kind
of scared me at first. I thought every
one was meant for me."

I ti Daily to <cd lae
front of our dugouu.
but the/ were made o much alike bit I
Cjuidn t
rei< gni/e
minr >u the dark.?-.*.
Af.er I had goue up and down the path tt?
r «tx itru< •
1 got down on my ha...in tud
kfceea and uawlM >.long toe path, freliug
along the edge or it. for 1 hid eft my u.i>*
on the *d;f oi ihe path lu tr» nt of uiy
tagout.
V\
en 1 Did foun t
the m nk, <nu got ml
into the held where 1 bad .eft the com^ >.
it Dad gone.
1 didn't a now a here, he-cau-r
we were going to another part of the aecior
from that we had occupied. A ninu wb »n
K iug out to the boapitil a. vmed m<- to go
out to the kitchen (> bout
ve
or
sis
kilo
DU-tree' 4UO come up with the ration* alien
that,

**

HUN SELLS SUPPLIES SEIZED

no

1 got I oat.

path running along

the

>

>

of
they were hauled up t»* the lines,
t kiug euant«4 of getting lost.
1
iJ t k«
and when 1 came up to the (lues the ant
i.d t
ve
night the coin pany h »o g- tie
sent back to the reu with boche prisoner*,
aud kept there on gu.ro uu.il the civisiou
sat relieve**.

I bave abe» n in T«<u! (we hei 'be lo«. s^cquite a w.ile) and <he c ty f Jj i-aoti.
We stayed a long while at LiOe.ie '»r»r c*.
which ia in ihe vicin.ty » f Nuocy. 1 «»»m
in the Marne and the seiue rivers, u aoold
take three or four sheet® »-f paper u» uaui*
the towns 1 have been in.
t

THiiai

Not, 11.
i'/vHTHll
A.

H. Metro and

GE tUVli.
wife

■ mi

has

It

reopened to-da>.

Bchool
C»«

been

five weeks.

Dorothy Young returned
s-boot to-d*>.

Ella worth

to

bi<l'
C

Young and wife, who
Hay-ncie, hive return* d home

have

uenie
at

Mr*.

M

Kings! ury and
Hooper of

Ketbcr

were

week-end

vt*ry

-.

Ell**

tarn and 'll-a A»iee

French Forced by Germans to Pay In
Coin for Rations They
Once Owned.

•<■'

left to- ay

Boston.

been

>r'.o,

guest a of Cbarlea Thon,r
Hibka^/

Nov. 11.

BKOOKb VliXK.
With the American Troops In
M
Alice K. W ile, daughter of trunk
France.—Renewed evidence of German
ol Broo^nu
ruthlessness In dealing with the civil K. Perkin*, formerly
t»r«
Ian population of Invaded territories died tktoiK-r 31 Ml her ..O'n* ju
is contained in a captured arniybrcier. p >ri. Bi»e *a» b»*ru in Broo*»MHe bi115"
Jt prescribes the treatment anti tit* (ao .years n»:o. Bue leaves * bustiaort*
t*
procedure to be followed in a section Ktyinonu H. While, her tether,
i,,v
« IJ
i"
»iio
south of the Vesle river (Marne sali- brothers, Lmwooi,
vV
American tones in France. a"d
ent).
'•
t
JJ.m
*4ld o*i« ai».«r,
All the inhabitants capable of work- #*
ing. the order says, must be used fot Perk in a. of Bin eh; 1.
■

^ormwinruift

PREVENT

The inhabitants, however, must pay
French gold or silver for their ra
tlons.
The supplies, of course, were
taken from the population before being sold back to them.
in

bowel* have allowed poisonous
to aeco mulsh- in your
iiai.1. te suffer a. verely with the *r'V
1 rue's Ktlxl*, the unpoi h* u eDoi
remedy of 67 years* repute ion
off the Rrip or make an attack l*B“l
easily throwu off W hy? Because
KU

SERVANT LACK AIDS HOTELS,
Scarcity

of Help in Homes Sending
Families to New York
Hostelries.

.•nrmannmit

New York.—Although the fuel problem which developed in New York
homes last year is to a great extent responsible for the unprecedented busi
s of tic
n.
1 nr: UK lit hotels this fall
there have been new development.'
which increase the intlux of apartment
hotel dwellers throughout the city. The
greatest individual reason is the serv-!
ant

Feel languid, weak, run down? Heads he?
Stomach « ff?" A good remedy is Burdock
Blood Bitters. Ask your druggist. Price, 91.25.

F n Infants and Children

Connection

No Matter How Fast Shells

TkIBRR.

you wU from the
Heileau
woods, ■■ the
We were living ,B
littie boles iu tbe ground which we
duo our
selves. I had a ungout of iny owr.
mftDQ.
facture, sbout thiee feet deep by two sod e
half wide and six feet Ions. I roofed it
0Ty.r
with poles, leaves and earth to mske it
shrsp.
nelproof. A few “hells isndeti clo*«e enough
one nisht to send dirt and rocks down
the

purities

are
l»r.

,w*n<t

Dr. True’s Elixri

guests tf

Oh

hy

Invest in morale through
the United War Work

School

Emery Eaton

wars.

The fitter the fighter the
faster the finish.

Campaign.

reopened Nov. 4.
Francis Sprague is visiting his brother
Freeman.

T

support

Chateao-Thierry
Wire

OVKH

to seventeen.

a

brother, V. J. Five, wbo was h«*r devoted
attendant during her last illmas. Mrs.
Heath will be greatly mi9-ed. Funeral

as

FROM

Archie Thurston, whois with the
AtneTi.
can forcea in France, in a
recent letter |0
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Thorston, nyi:

tlie needs of the army, regardless ol
their age. Their “salaries” are to be
paid in paper currency at the rate of
TiO cents a day as the maximum for
men; 40 cents for men anti women between the ages of seventeen and twenty; and 30 cents for boys from fifteen

of S*-al

boy-, Cove, and a d-.ught* r >f he late Hiram Fi ve
the following
wife. Early in life she w a nisrned to
last sentence,
i
who died manv \t-ars

The bravest battle that ever was fought.
Shall 1 tell you where and when?
On the mnps of the world you will find it
”1 was fcug.it by tde mothers of men.

—

g,

at the age

native

as-

main types, the
smaller known as the submarine scout
and the larger as the coast patrol
type, and seaplanes, are the chief instruments for dealing with submarines
from the air. The first business of all
aircraft or submarine offensive is to
find the submarine.

as

cups

>

SIGNAL MEN HUSTLE

cendancy at sea.
Airships of two

OLD RECIPES.

raisins, 3’
spices, 1 cup chopped
flour, mik well. Steam 3 hours.

Did you stop when he asked you to give bun
a lift.
Or were you so busy you left him to shift?
Oh, 1 kn

FEW

measure of the sucof the antisubmarine campaign is
the safe crossing of the Atlantic by a

as

English Plum
Pudding—One cup
molasses, '.j cup butter, 1 cup sweet milk,
I teaspoon soda, 1 teasooon each diff.-rcnt

And the glistening tears down the pale chc* k
that slip?
Were you brother of his when the time came
to be?
Did you offer to help’bim or didn't you see?
Don’t you know it’s the part of

are

restore a normal
it did to Mrs. Worthline.

man’s borne about all a man ouf ht
to stand?
Did you ask wbst it was—Why the quivering
When

cess

stroyed. but It Is an open secret that
the royal air force has contributed
largely toward the defeat of the Uboat campaign.
Just as airplanes have become an
essential auxiliary to the army, so aircraft have become an Indispensable
ally of the navy, making It cleur that
ascendancy in the air tn future will be

majority of

The

1

just let him

Loudon.—The

tom*

egeiaDie

poultry.

on

Stomach Dead

body.

NECESSARY ALLY OF NAVY

or

WEST THEMONT.

Infslls

Frank

indigestion

a

doctor and he said
I had nervous indiwhich adgestion,
ded to my weak
condition kept me
worrying most of
and he
the time
said if 1 could not
stop that, I could
I
not get well.
heard so much about
Pinkhnm'a
E.
Lydia

DO?

WHAT DIO YOC

domes-

more than average pre-war exports, or
nearly two tons apiece for the average American farm where most of this

Airplanes Are of Great Assistance in Finding Enemy

americah.

Ellsworth,

and al-

tic cane and beet sugar, the need
for greater exports un other lines is no
less marked.
From a harvest less in aggregate
than last year, the United States must
export at least 17'i million tons of
foodstuffs overseas during the coming
season.
This is about 12 million tons

FEED

The

Tells How Lydia ELPinkhain’s

Vegetable Compound

communication a, and Its success depend a largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of

Haine,

Orono.

“Helpful and Hopeful."

lit Motto:

U-BOATS BALKED
BY AIR FIGHTERS

THIS WEAK,
NERVOUS MOTHER

MADUK”

ACMT

Stfemtscmntu.

atDfTtlWnUTU*

Jfhitaal Scurf it Column.

problem.

Persons who have hud servunt staffs
for
urs without a change have been
known to lose as many us three In a
single week lately because of unprecedented demand for experienced help
and tile prices offered for it.
The apartment hotel habit is easily
formed, and with the scarcity of fuel,
scarcity of help, scarcity of suitable
apartments and scarcity of vans to accomplish large mi vings the fact thut
there is hardly an apartment hotel vacancy left lu New York is not especially remarkable.

reeetabl.- mediclue tb»t put« the n*
«
in g..od coDdlUoo. prevents and
llevea ooaalipalioir.atliinilalea tbeappen
aud improves tbt digestive powers
*
do BO barm. It t* purely vegetable
write PB. ■*
your druggist for it. or
* CO.. Auburn, Me. 4<>e. CO..
in

»
tern

VBCB

-ronEER*

HAIR BALSAM

A toilet
Help*

I*n>*»r»il0“,0iwr

BjSlSSlSjorFwMJJ^
•' "* -1

r>rai.TQA**-^

emynair
xJtSXSSrSOSX

wing natural color to fray or iwv "T“
iu« dandruff and u a fcair dreading *-4
Goarmta used botttea »»_**
»aoayou**wt. PHILO HAY CU

•-

\

..

'.

SMjettiacnur.:*

Hllpnz*

Uut”

II CRIPPLE FOR
THREE TERRS

Sedgwiek,
Pfincip.1 o«

attack of

an

»ent to

pneumonia.
York to

Bee

j

Sidney

A.

are

North BrooksLinwood Gray’s.

Mrs. Zadie Gray is employed at Mrs. A.
Goodel’a, North Brooksville.

Gray

ill.

,s

A trained

nurse

is with her.
Mrs. John

Qrindle and family, who
visiting her daughters in South
Bluehill, have returned home.
have been

Mrs. Grace

Chatto and

son

Bluehill are living with
Richard Benson and wife.

Lawrence of
her

parents,

Gray of Bangor, who has been ill
grip at the home of his parents,
Washington Grav and wife, has recovered
Owen

of

and returned

E.R. No. 1, Lome, Ont.
“For over three years, I was
oonflned to bed with Rheumatism.
During that time, I had treatment
from a number of doctors, and tried
I

are

A trained

nurse

Capt. J. B.

Chat to has

returned

from

Miss Catherine C. Sargent has returned
U. of M. at Orono.
Fred J. Sargent and wife spent two days

last week in

Bangor.

Mr*. Clara M. Clapp of Nort£ Sedgwick
spent part of last week with her daughter,
Mrs. F. J. Sargent.
Hon. Henry W. Sargent returned Saturfrom a business trip to Portland.

day

F. Billings has gone to South
he has employment with

Albert

Boston,

ill of in-

fluenza.
Miss Nettie Gott his gone to Washington, D. C., for the winter.
Mrs. Gardner Carter end son Earl, who
have been very ill, are better.

Prank Tolcott of Winthrop, Mass.,
is the guest of Mrs. A. W. Bridges.
Mrs.

Augustus Cousins and wife have moved
into Mrs. Ella Batchelder’s house.

where

Quy Freethey and wife left Monday, Mr.
Freethey to Join a steamer in Boston and
Mrs. Freethey to spend the winter with
Mrs. Whitman in

Middleboro, Mass.

Nov. 11.

Sim.

SWAN'S ISLAND.
Miss Marjorie Kent has gone to Rockland to attend business college.
F. F. Morse has returned

trip to Boston and

ness

from

Gloucester,

Capt. Rodney Sadler
spent a few days last
parents in Minturn.

of

Bar

week

Graffam, past( r of the Swan’s
Island and Atlantic churches, arrived
He is occupying Mrs. Rosa
Friday.

Joyce’s

bouse.

Nov. 11.

Ruth and Marjorie Kane left today for Boston, w here they have employ-

Spec.

Bridges’ bady died at the home
Mrs. Alvah Young, Wednesday, after a

at

start illness of influenza.

of

Clifford and Harry Ingcrsoll of New port,
R. 1., and Massachusetts, w ho were called

a

is

home

from

vacation.

Misses Fannie
a

West

and

Sedgwick

are

Hazel

Grindle of

employed

here

for

few weeks.

The many friends of
glad to know he is
bis painful illness.

a

Ralph

Mrs. Cole of Boston, who have been at
Point the past month, returned to
Boston .Sunday.

Worcester has returned from

Town.

town

Miss Hope Wilson of Dorchester, Mass.,
who, with a friend, came Saturday to
attend the

funeral of her grandfather,
Massachusetts Monday.
M. B. Means of New London, N. H.,
came Saturday, called hereby the death
of his brother, W. N.
Means. Lucius
Means and wife and Ralph, Guy and
William Means, came from Massachusetts,
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stanley from
returned to

Bath.
The community was saddened Friday
by the death of Dea. W. N. Means, who
passed quietly away after a loner illness.
Dea. Means whs much respected and

loved. He was well known throughout
the State, as for several years he was
traveling salesman for the Davis Marchine
Co. and the tstey Organ Co. He was
deacon of the first

in

recently.

brothers, M. B. Means of Dorchester,
Merrill Means of
North
Mass., and
Brooklin, also a widow, three daughters
and four sons. He was nearly seveutysix years old. The family has the sympathy of a large circle of friends.

Eloc.

J

Machines

Spread

Terror

Will R.

Hooper

was

gone

home

to

Cape

from

Camp

Alex Petrie and wife have gone to Newport, where he has employment.

Agnes Hall and grandson, Carlyle

H., have returned

from

a

few

last

Bangor spent a
sister, Mrs.
H.

Nov. 11.

Armed Car Helps 15 Yanks to
ture 700 Huns In Recent

m

If coffee doesn’t disagree keep
®
on with it.
But if you think coffee is the

Dental

drink

o

getting

over

there!

Supreme Quality
In Canned Goods.
Open

of Tomatoes, Beans,
Peas, Corn, Spinach, Dandelions,
fact
any—and the same
Squash—in
supreme quality is at your service,
a

can

SUPERBA Vegetables are especially selected, cut and packed »n their
Don’t delay acquaintance with these
unusual treats.
SUPERBA
in Quality

Tea* and Coffee*
Standard for year*.

aie

perfection

Your Dealer sells the SUPERBA line.
MJU.IKEN.TOMLINSON CO. Portland. Ma.
(••at

L

day.

GET

of your headaches, nervousness, heart flutter or sleeplessness, quit coffee fen days and

dnantposium

Among the many individual feats of
the tanks and their drivers which have
come to light, one of the most interesting is that of Brigadier Celiier, who
has been decorated with the cross of
the Legion of Honor for his work in a
light tank which enabled 15 American
soldiers to capture 700 Germans.
Several hundred of these tanks led
the counter-offensive from the VillersCotterets forest in July, which marked
what appears to have been the turning
point of the war. They broke through
the enemy’s lines, destroying his machine guns, overcoming strong centers
of resistance and spreading panic and
demoralization in the German ranks.
Where the infantry was preceded
by the “chars d’assaut,” as the French
cull them, the advance was three miles

gun.

cause

are

Cap-

It wjis these same French light tanks
which preceded the Americans in their
advance upon Juvigny and Terny on
the Soissons plateau. One of them,
manned by u lieutenant, killed more
than i’00 Germans on the plateau.
Documents that have come into the
hands of the French staff show that
the Germans arc greatly worried by
the light tanks and are studiously
couching their men in methods of defense against them.
The light cars have the advantage
of greater speed and of being more
easily handled than the heavier tanks.
They require a crew of only two men,
a driver and a gunner, and carry one
one-and-a-half-ineh gun and a machine

Authorities agree that a great
many people can drink coffee

Our Boys

do!

WRIGLtVS

Rhine.

a

best

harm.

visit in Boston.

week with her

days
Mary Robertson.

—

we

in

ating with the American forces in
pushing the Germans back toward the

has

patient here

until

Ranks of Foe.

Springer and Eugene Ash have
gone east with a party, hunting.

Jellison

Be

matters

FEAR FRENCH TANKS

Ann, visiting her husband.

Delia

Nothing else really

war—

Drive.

his quarry for

season.

Mrs.

know your
own feelings
°
apparent

Marie Joseph Contact of the quaint
little village of Louatre, near Solssona,
the daughter of Monsieur Coutant, once
a
comfortably situated mechanic of
Louatre, Is shown above with her right
arm missing Because of the fact that
the Germans attended the celebration of
her eighth birthday. On Marie’s birthday her mother and herself, along with
several other refugees from the threat
of the Hun at Solssons, were swarming
Into cattle cars that were pressed Into
use In the emergency, when a German
Incendiary bomb fell among them,
killing her mother and making herself,
a noncombatant, go through life a cripple with only one arm. She has been
adopted by Maurice, the dancer of
America, now a Red Cross worker in
France, as his “war baby,' and has
been sent by him with her father to
Limoges, France, to complete her convalescence.

With the American Armies.—Greater
laurels daily are being won by the
French light tanks which are co-oper-

the

We will win this

I

SULLIVAN.

ou

without

church in the

which he was a member for many
years. He was a kind and indulgent
husband and father. He leaves three

Miss Sara Robertson of

Augusta Grindle has gone to Portland to spend the winter with her sister,

Mrs. S. A. Peterson.
the in- i
Nov. 4.

Baptist

village, and superindeut of the Sunday
twenty-two successive years.
He
will be
greatly missed, in the
church, and also in the Masonic lodge,
school for

Mrs.
were

Mrs.

ho has been at home

from

week, on a short furlough.
Charles Havey, Rodney Ash and Alvin
Wentworth spent the week-end at home.

Dalt.

Chase Barker and wife of Calais

Five

H. Robbins

Devens last

coal steamer.

Mrs.
Old

W.

recovering

are

Wallace

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Purdy and

account of

Lowell,

employment.

Nov. 11.

here by the death of their sister, Mrs.
Wallace Kane, have returned to their
home1.

on

where she has

Mrs. W. S. Treworgy has gone to Searsport to meet her husband, who iB master

quested to be preaent.

the past five weeks

Castine for

West

morning.

Josephine

Arno Wooster has closed

Percy Young, who has been employed
Moosehead Lake, is home.

Mass.,

chapter, O. E. 8., Tuesday evening,
Nov. 19. for practice.
All officers are re-

w

this

NORTH

Miss Winifred Lord has gone to
of Look-

out

Owtn L. Flye,

Miss

begin

Nov. 11.

B. H. Stanley has gone to Bass Harbor.

Everett

Mrs. Charles

them.

COUNTY NEWS

EAST SURRY.

ment.

Purdy,

help

of

Mn-es

Orville

bis

Rev. Mr.

packing plants of the Farnsworth
Packing Co. have closed for the season.

special meeting

Harbor

with

for the winter.

The

a

Mass.

Smith, Raphia Smith and W. R.
Stanley have moved their families to
Portland w here they have employment

ited Fred Stewart and wife last week.

There will be

busi-

a

J. A.

The united war work campaign begins
to-day. Brooklin’s allotment is f343.20.
R. J. Davis and family of Searaport vis-

of

if it fails to

SEDGWICK.

to the

receipt of

very

in this town to

woman

try this cod liver and iron tonic on
guarantee to return their money

Rockland.

Cole is employed in the
is

down, ailing
our

Schools

School opened Nov. 11 after being closed
five weeks.

NEWS

Crockett

up and made me strong. I
and sleep well.
nervous, weak, ailing woman

good appetite

X.

Rose Henderson has been visiting
her parents at South Bluebili.

po*{ office.
Mrs. Welter

a

should try it.**—Mrs. N. Edmunds,
Dwight Way, Berkeley, Cal.
We ask every nervous, weak, run-

Miss

BROOK LIN
Rachel

sleep,

2107

is with her.

his brother Calvin.

Miss

nervous,
not

me

Every

SAKGENTYTLLE.

prioc, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDENSBUICG, N. Y.

COUNTY

built
have

Mr*. Mildred D.
glad to know she is gaining.

advertised to

on

and We!!

and was always tired, so
my housework was a great effort.
After.many
other medicines had failed *Vinol

home.

Nov. 11.

try ‘Frnit-a-tives" (or Fruit Liver
Tablets). Before I had used half A
box, I noticed an improvement; the
pain wae not so severe, and the
swelling started to go down.
/ continued taking this fruit medicine, improving all the time, and
now I can walk about two miles and
do light chores about the place”
ALEXANDER MUNRO.
Me. a box,6 for $2.50, trial sixe 25c.
At all dealers or sent

Strong

I Berkeley, Cal.—“I was
| irritable, no appetite, could

The many friends of

Wessel

nearly everything
cure Rheumatism, without receiving
any benefit. Finally, I decided to
saw

Now She is

Snow and wife of
at

Mrs. Addle

ALEXANDER MUNRO

HOUSEWTC
TOOK ML

Uke Fkmmr.

WEST SEDGWICK.
Schools reopened to-day.
Linwood Gray bad the misfortune to
break the hones in his wrist
recently.
Miss Maggie Carter is home
from Sargentville.
ville

MAIMED BY HUNS

(RBI, NERVOUS

1, after
father, who
him, accom-

His

New

panied him.
Nov-11

Until He Took “FRUIT-A-TIVES".

MR.

aWinUantitruB

has resumed his
the high school

Uwrence Purvey is st home Irom
Long
Wsrni on a furlough until Dec.

With Rheumatism

Help!***

in
**

CLAM0IJ5 FOR V/OOD FIRES
closed crrv-'3
c:hn STOVES

Many styles—many sizes. Suitable for
parlor, sitting room, dining room, chamber
or den, giving without trouble that extra
warmth which rr.chcs home comfortable.

right to last for years. A Maine
product tor Maine people. Thousands
Made

in use.

MOLARS

FIXED

FREE

Operations for Soldiers
Sailore Reach 65,000 a
Month.

and

New York.—Free dental operations
for soldiers and sailors to the number of 65,000 are being performed In
month’s time by members of the
a
ITeparedness League of American
Dentists in every state In the Union,
according to the report just made public at the league’s headquarters here.
This record is for the month of August, which In normal times is a season of less effort for the average person than any other month In the year.
This brings the total of operations rendered since its Inception to 550,000.

WOOD a CISKOP CO.

t1

ol

Bangor, Maine

by J .P. ELDRIDQP, EU.SiiWTM, Me.

Butter Paper Printed .At
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.2^; naif-pound size, $2.00
“
u
“
“
“
3.00
1000
3.50;
Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 85 cento a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add 8c a pound for postage.

Price, including

$t}r <£Usu)ortl) American
PUBLISHED

AFTERNOON

EVERY WEDNESDAY

ELLSWORH. MAINE
HANCOCK COUNTY'
W.

PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
Six months.7S
One year.»1.50
S?
Three m 'nths
Four months.80
Sin trie Copies.05
...

APPLICATION

communications should be addreased to, and all checks and money ordeis
made payable to The Hancock County Pcblishino Co., Ellsworth. Maine.
Business

WHDNE8DAY, NOVEMBER 13, 191S
Maine stands second among the
New England states in over subscription of the Fourth Liberty lean. Connecticut is first,with an over-subscription of more than 50 per cent., while
Maine over-subscribed nearly 50 per
cent., her total subscription being
$30,147,950 on an allotment of *20,524-

people

going
products

are

much to be thank’d for.
And what have we gained? A new
nationalism, an awakened patriotism,
a new appreciation ot the greatness
of our country, a new love for its flag;

To-day

we

is over; that our boys over there
who will engage now in police duty
and reconstruction work, are spared
To
the horrors of further bloodshed

oast.

item in the food

The

supply

of many

European

them,'’ writes William T. Hornaday,

the

the distribution
and sale among American children of
German-made toys. The Huns who

preventing

of

ent off the hands of Belgian children
shall not place toys in the bands of
American children.
Whea President Wilson called polities back from adjournment and made
the re-election of a democratic Congress a personal issue, he invited the
rebuke he received at the election
last week. "The return of a republican majority to either house of
Congress,’’ be wrote, “would be interpreted as a repudiation of my

Repnblican majorities

leadership.”

have been returned to both House
and Senate, but the President of the
United States Mr. Wilson, will continue to receive the patriotic support
of parties and people in war measures, even though Mr. Wilson, the

President,

has been

repudiated.

at many millions

beingVsti mated

So satisfied

is

the bureau

at

the

success

it has

that

Maine In Next

Congress.

Will You Hold Your Head
When

ington press correspondent
“While it is early to.|predict >itb certainty what changes there* will be when
the new Congress organizes in 1919 the
capitol is filled wit (^speculation. It will
shift

supposed

House and

map of Europe and Africa, ended at
6 o'clock Monday morning, Washington time.
It has been a war between democ
racy and autocracy; a war between

great military powers that sought to
dominate the world, and free peoples
who would not submit to such domi-

get

some

since 1913

taken

re-

members. While Mr. Peters has
great interest in the labors of this

a

himself a high
place in the estimation of bin associates,
has

it

is

doubtful

chairmanship

won

if he will

be given

the

affairs, |but |may

of naval

gel the place.
“The standing which this Maine

con-

republicans
to^be one of
visit,) the past

gressman has with his fellow
is well shown by his election

merely

means

that

we

have

agreed

work

out to

this latter

UVUXVV

HUM

fcVltIWUl

J

uuu

forced upon Russia and Roumania,
deprived forever, let os hope, of her
blood-stained colonies, and submitting to military control of her Rhenish

by
allies, Germany
powerless to resume hostilities if she
would, and most accept such peace
defenses

the

is

as

men

who have

work

have closed

their home

Monday
Mr. Soper

and left

for

where

is

for

the

Plano in fine condition for **)e

II

SKA MEN
for Advancement— Free.
U. H. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Portland trains aearaen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine.
Short cat to the
bridge. Two years’sea experience required.
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
six weeks. Apply to Frank A. Wilson at
school. Municipal Bldg. Portland, betweeu
1.30 and 5 p. m. Saturdays 8.30 a ni. to 12 noon.
Chance

Jhmalt Jjclp Cflanttb.

HOTEL HELP WANTED

send

nothing

WOMEN and girls wanted for best
hotels in Maine; 25
year around
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
bu'S boys, second
ana
third cooks for
hotel positions. Apply always to Maikr Horn Aobhcy, new
quarters, 90 Main street,
Established
3?
tears.
31)0 girls
Bangor.
wanted for best summer not*-]*.
Inclose
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework

♦J"

to

Irgal !N'oticw,
STATE OK MAINK.

are

we

you?

winter

employed.

...

ssj-

Ward Murch. D. D. G. M. of
8., will visit Riverside chapter
at an early date not yet fixed.
A.
Nov. 11.
Mrs. Lou
E.

***■£[!

the victorious allies impose.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Some regret is expressed that GerLawrence Grindle, Rufus and Louis
many has not suffered in kind for the Closson were home from Camp Devens on
devastation of Belgium and northern a three-days furlough at the week-end.
Prance, but further destruction of
Mrs. Prana Day, who has been quite ill
property would not pay for any part at the home of her father, E. E. Nevells,
of the destruction her world-lust has has gone to her home in Sedgwick.
Work in the canning factory ended thie
caused, and Germany must pay.
And what of William Hohenzollern, week. There have been very few applee
the chief conspirator of this gang of to can this season.
been in
Mrs. Minnie Cole, who has
He has sought tempomurderers?
home Saturrary refuge in Holland, but retribu- Boston two months, arrived
tion must overtake him, and all his day, and has moved her family into Mrs,

unholy brood.
A long period

Clara

portant part in European politics and

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to care in
all its stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrt
greatly influenced by constitutional
being
iditiona requires
conditions
ream
constitutional treatment
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken internal!]
and acts through the blood on the macom
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, giving th<
patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting natnre in doing its work
The proprietors have so much faith in the
curative powers of Hall’s Catarrh Medicim
that they cffer One Hundred Dollars for an]
case tba : I fails to cure. Send tor list of tes-

the settlement of momentous questions on which the future peaoe of
the world may depend. We can play
this part in the same spirit in which
we entered the war, not animated by

greed for territorial gain, or by jealousy or fear of near neighbors, but
as

a

disinterested

party

seeking

future peaoe in the family of nations
and the rights of people to govern
If we escape without
themselves.

g?u.

Pj

A

WaltbhjfciB. Jfe„

bouse.

X.

$100 Reward, $100

timouls
Add re
Ohio. So

7. J. CHENEY A CO.,
t/s 1 Druggists, 75c.

account-

H*ncock as.—At a probate court held at
Mary A. Collins. Isle of C»«lns. In
Ellsworth, in and (or said county of Hancock, couuly, deceased. Petition filed by rrsni J
on the twelfth day of November, in the year of
Coombs, president, and J. Wesley Bonmt.
our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
treasurer of the trustees of tbe
eighteen, being an adjourned session of the Episcopal church of Castine. e*ec itors of t»
November a. d. 1918 term of said court.
last will and testament of said deceased, tna*
*ro0U“
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be j an order be issued to distribute the
ox
remaining in the hands of said executors,
a copy of the last will and testament of
the settlement of their fiual account
WILLIAM PERRY, late of SALEM, in the !
Witness. BERTRAND E. CLARK. Jnd*e
county of ESSEX, and commonwealth
t*1'1
this
said Court,
at
Ellsworth.
of MASSACHUSETTS,
ont
day of November in the year of our bora
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
thousand nine hundred and eighteen
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly auClara E. Mollas, Acting Reflate
thenticated. having been pr^»«i>ied to the
A true copy.
judge of probate for our said county of Han ! Attest:— Clara E. Mi-llan. Acting Rtg‘*Wf
cock for the purpose of being allowed, filed !
and recorded in the probate court of our
said county of Hancock and that letters of To all persons interested in either of tbe e4‘
administration with the will annexed issue to
tales hereinafter named:
Lucy W. Perry, without giving bond.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. in
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
for the county of Hancock, on the twein
all persons interested therein, by publishing
day of November, in the year of oor
a copy of this order three weeks successively
one thousaud nine hundred and eights*
in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper }
and by adjournment from the uftb day
a*.
Ellsworth, in said county of Hanprinted
November a. 6. 1918.
cock, prior to the third day of December, j
a. d. 1918, that
they may appear at a probate r|IH8 following matters having
*
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
X iemed for the action thereupon ber*
in
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
alter indicated, it is hereby ordered:
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, notice thereof be given to a I persons
order1
ested. by causing a copy of tni*
against the same.
twe
three weeks successively
BERTRAND K. CLARK, Judge of Probate. published
Ell-woito American, a newspaper pubimn
A true copy.
at Ellsworth, in said county, that
Attest:
Cuki K Moixan, Acting Register.
st *•
appear at a probate court to be held
a.
worth, on the third day of December,
1918, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
STATE OF MAINE.
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
Evelyn K. Bullard. Iste of Ellsworth,
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock. :
«
said county, deceased. Petition that
on the firth cay of November, in the year of
E.
Googins or some other suitable Per*0 .1.
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
estate
the
of
appointed administrator
eighteen.
ready administered of said deceased.w
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
sented by William R. Jordan, ao heir
a copy of the last will and testament of
deceased. E. 8. Clark, former administf*
MARY L. COCHRANE. late of BOSTON, in having resigned.
the county of 8UPFOLK, and commonGilman Jordan, late of
J
county, deceased. Final account of 0»*° .or
wealth of MASSACHUSETTS,
Moise, administrator ds bowis non
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said settlement.
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly aui*
Gilman Jordan, late of Walthaia*
thenticated, having been prest nted to the
by J•
^
judge of probate for our said county of Han- county,(deceased. Petition filed
cock for me purpose of being allowed, filed
Morae. administrator ds 6ow»» non 01
d
and recorded in the probate court of our said tate of said deceased, that sn order be «
st-Isw
to distribute among the Rrirs
county of Hancock and that letters testa
»
m tar
mentary issue to Robert H Gardiner, without deceased, the amount remaining
^
o
giving bond, he being the executor named in of said administrator ds bonu non.
said will.
settlement of his final account
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
Harvey D. Uitnor, lets of
decen
^
persons interested therein, by publishing a V wn of Barr Harbor, in said county,
A
certain instrument purporting
of
order
this
three
weeks
w.
copy
successively in
deceas
asid
of
the Ellsworth American, a n*-wsoeper printed last will and testament
e
therem.
at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior
g tber with petition for pro jate
to the third day of December, a. d. 1918, that sented by Calvert G. Hamor, the
they may appear at a probate oonrt then to be therein named.
o?
held at Ellsworth, in and for said county of
K. CLARK.
Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and Witness BERTRAND
‘Ms
Rllsworth.
st
ssfd
Court
show cause, if any they have, against the
of o
day of November, in the year
lefD
same.
one thousand nine hundred and
Re*18
BB&TBAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
Clara B. M01.X.AJI, Acting
A true copy.
A true copy.
_poster
*•*
Attest:-CLanA H. Muu.au, Acting Register.
Attest:—Class H. Molas«. ActIM

A

daughter. Deaconess Louise Brown.

Clapp’s

"

places.

Portsmouth, N. H.,

Nov. 4.

Albert Treworgy, late of Surry, in said
county, deceased. First and flna account of
Laura E. Treworgy, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Agnes D. Brown, of Bucksport. in said
county, petitions said coart that ber name ex
changed to Agnes D. Arey.
Frederick Albert Brown, a minor of Buck'port, in said county. Petition filed by ofAgnr»
I). Brown, mother and legal cnstodisn said
Frederick
Albert
Brown, that the name
of said Frederica Albert Brown be changed to
Frederick Aloert Arey.
William W. Billings, late of Orland. in »iid
Petition filed by Jeatie L.
county, d- ceased.
Smith, dminlstratrix.for license to sell cerui*
real estate of said deceased. situated in »»d
Orland aud more fully described iu said petition.
Josiah H. Gordon. late of Sullivan, in aid
rouuiy. deceased. Petition filed by Minnie J
Wentworth, praying that the appointment of
said petition* named *« trustee, in (he laat
will and testament of said deceased, may be
confirmed by said court.
Gilbert F. CeDdsge. late of Bluehill. in
county, decease*I■ Pet ti n filed by Kditb MClay, Irving r». Candage and Rosie P. Briff*.
praying that the appointment of said (*;
titionera named as trustee in the last wi.iaflO
testament of said deceased, may be confirm*•
by said court.
Jennie Swanson, late of Castine. in san3
county, deceased. Petition filed '-y Augustus
Swanson, administrator of the estate o' M!41
dceesst d.that an order be Issued lodtiiriouu
Ur
among the heirs at law of said deceased.
amount remaining in the hands o' said ac
“D*
hi*
of
ou
the
settlement
mimatrator,

ftclf IHaitUto.

terms as

of re-adjustment must
follow the war, and the United States
must of necessity now play an im-

OUSK—For winter month*, furnished
house, modern improvements. Address
Russkll, 73 Oak St.. Ellsworth.

hungry
to

cotter and harness.
Rby.
JoMNfoa, Pine St., Ellsworth.

baggy,

So 1.et.

Mrs Alice O. Brown has gone to Boston
to remain an indefinite time with her

the O.

Jennie Hwanson, late or Oastine, in said
Pinal account of Ad|uu<
county, deceased
Swanson, admintstrator, filed for settlement
Will
Joyce, late of Swan’s Island
CJeorge
in said county, deceased. First sod fiat,
account of AdelbertJ. Kent, administrator
fi.ed for settlement.
Abbie Thorsan, late of Hancock, in mi
county, deceased, Second and final accoac:
o* Edmond J. Walsh, administrstor, C. T. a
filed for settlsment.
in said
Lucy B- H. Oeaa, late of Stontotf
county, deceased. First aud flaal aocoant of
Minot E. K- (loss, administrator, lied tor
settlement.
Ellen B. Stover. late of North Brookavilla.
in said county, dtceased- First and flea,
account of laaac L.
Stover, administrator
filed for settlement.
Charles F. McCartney, late of B'lswortb
in said count*. deceased. First account of
Howard F. Whitcomb, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Nelson Stewart, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Pirst account of Georft
filed for settle*
L. Stewart, administrator,

a
reason for selling, no
Mas. Labmor Trbworuy,
Apply
Water St.. Bluebil). Me.

coming back some day—perhaps
think.
And what will be the message of their eyes to
They

campaign began
rejected. But the terms of the armisAlthough Orland’a allotment of
tice accepted by Germany amonnt to to-day.
$391.60 seems large, the solicitors ho] e
complete surrender.
Stripped of for good results.
military and naval power, forced to
Mrs. Owin A. Soper and son Albion
invaded in Russia, in Che Balkans, in
Belgium and in France, compelled to
abrogate the unholy treaties she

them

Harry F. Moore, late of Bllaworth. in <uid
county, deceased. First account of Benjamia
B Whitcomb, administrator, Alad for settle-

at

who in their absence gave freely of
wealth and time, that there might be warmth
and cheer and comfort over there?

a

V

Jointed

Cashier.

B. H
HORSK.

Qe‘

Robert t ro*grove, late of Castine, in ^
Petition that (Carrie
county, deceased
Ltdd or some other auilable person be
an
pointed administrator of the estate of sawi
deceesed, without girin* bon i. present^ h,
Carrie C. Ladd, daughter and heir-at-law
said deceased.
Or orge R Soper, late of Bar Harbor, in aaiH
Petition tnat Nellie n
county, deceased.
Soper or some other suitable person bean
administrator of the e* ate 0f *awi
•ceased, presented by Chariea L
operand
G. Uenrv Boper, sons of said deceased.
Raymond A. Turner or Raymond Tomer
late of Or'and, in said county, deceas
p.
til ion that Clare see A. Turner or acme
other
suitable person be appointed adminUtuLM
Of the estate of said dr-ceased, wit boat Ki,u.
bond, presented by Clarence A. Turce- father
and heir of aaid deceased.
Henry H. Bargent. late of Ell-worth. in »<id
county, deceased. First and flbai account of
Mima I. Bargent, adminiatratnx, fl ed f0r
settlement.
Mary A Collins, late of Ca*lne. in said
county, deceased. First and tins accoun.of
Frau k J Coombs, J. Wesley Bowleo. J. y
Perkin*, Cyrus Leach and A. P p*rr,
trustees of MethodUt- Episcopal church of
Castine, executors. died lor settlement.

—as men

before
war

'f- ■«
*,K,
pre»B,,i
s"°dr

UPRIGHTbargain;
to

repent.

result.”

The united

Simeon W Haskell, late of Deer I.u
aatd county, deceesed.
P,tnlon ,h„
land H. Annts or some other sulitble
be sppointed admtoistralor ol the
seld deceased, without givirg bond.
by Freelaud a. Aunls, nett ol km ot
CfMCd.

room.

were

greeting

to

cessation of hostilities until peace
terms can be ottered, and accepted or

Brewer

PAST-Growing White Chester pig*.
€ mod 8 week* old: prices reasonable
«av/
At Hancock Hoc** MTA»t ■. Kllswortb

cold and you let the hut fires die:
lonesome, and the movies stopped because there were no funds to
carry on.”
Will that be their message of their eyes to us?
Or shall we stand confidently in their presence,
“We

h’lV"‘*

Amanda E Norwood, late ol Tremom
eaid county, de.e sed.
Fatltioa thu u',»
eilyn J Norwood or some other
person be appointed administrator ci
eat.te ol aatd deceaae.t. without
giving
preaen.ed oy Llewellyn J Norwood.
wl,W,
mower
of sa.d dec** wed.

PIGS FOR SALE

France.

we were

will get more than one,
in that
two, chairmanships
possibly
branch, and she may not get any. Full
application of the seniority rule, which is
usually observed in arrangingcommittees,

probably

in

it.”

doubtful if she

would

him far away

wonder.
Will their eyes say to us, “We were
for a bit of sweet, and you did not think

nation. Autocracy has been crushed,
and new democracies arise. William the House committee to
nof Germany is a fugitive in Holland, summer, the battle front in Europe.
“The number of chairmanships in the
and Germany is in the bands of the
House are not sufficient to give all memI
has
Charles
Austria
been
of
people;
bers a place. For this reason, in view of
stripped of power, and Austria-Hun- the fact that other than Mr. Peters, Maine
gary is disintegrating; Ferdinand of has no member of the House who has
Bulgaria, who joined forces with the served in more than one Congress, it is
Teutonic powers, h>s fled from his
country, and Mohammed V uf Turkey
is dead at the hands of an assassin.
Peace terms have not yet been
made.
Technically, we are still at
The signing of an armistice
war.

executor.

Sox Salt.

special

publican

committee and

Madison
DI8BAHK.

SAVINGS

tok,

another reason.”
And then I knew that he must be wounded.
Wounded—while here at home, I still purWounded—to prosued my ordinary course.
tect my home.
Wounded—to keep my children
safe.
It came over me of a sudden, as it never had
before, that I am debtor to him to an amount
that I never can repay.
They will all be coming back before long.
Some wounded; some grown strangely old. But
most of them well and normal enough, thank
God.
And we will stand along the sidewalks to see
them pass. How shall we feel that day, I

may

however, he is ranked by four

i?*11'"

Clinton

Lost.

weeks of his absence had been years. “Back—
but not for
duty. There—there is

“Mr. Peters has but one committee assignment, naval affairs. On that (committee.

Vppoin.mJ»">■
theetecotS”, l“™

Deposit Book No. ISOS. Is-oed by
Bucksport National Hank. Bucksport,
>lne.
Finder please return Vo P. W Moil-

'“What, back so soon:” 1 exclaimed. “Detailed for special duty?”
“Yes, back,” he answered, and it struck me
that his voice was slow and older, as though the

much, for with a ^full republican
delegation in Congress there Jwill be a
number of chairmanships for the State.
“On the other hand, it is hardly to be expected that any of the big places will go to
Maine men. There is onejexoeption to this
Congressman Peters of the third Maim*
very

Representatives
big place.

They

I lifted the receiver of the telephone, and
almost dropped it again in surprise. For the
voice was that of my good old friend, and I

important committees of both
Senate. This interests Maine

of all the

te«t.?n-^"';

Norway
Jones port
Hebron

Maddocks,

Up Proudly

Come Home?

By Bruce Barton

chairmanship!

in

of Ell.wonh t„
county, deceased
A certain IhMrhunt “W
porting to be the that will and
•aid deceased, toRether with petition
01
bate thereof and for the
«
Clarence H.ie, one ot
evld will, without R.ytcg bond
and
appoininient or Frederick Hale
eseentor in place of M».y f. Hale, the
eierutor named in said will. The said u "

Milo
Biddeford

^specially

says:

complete

Euitene Hale, late

amenable to treatment, seem to t>e
among the ••inevitable*.” The combination
ia
recommended for those who are
run down, whose blood 1* poor, because of
impurity or lack of iron, whoae nerves are
weak or uoatrung, livers torpid or sluggish.
Try it.—AdH.

Discussing prospective changes in comin the next Congress, a Wash-

mean a

Kent

cases

mitteeships

House of

The greatest war of all ages is over.
A titanic struggle that has oonvulsed
the world, involved all the great
nations of the earth and changed the

Lloyd George

already
made arrangements with several canning
establishments on tbe coast to put tbe
mussels on the market, and in a few
weeks they will be offered |for sale, put up
in different ways, in cans with their own
liquor, also smoked and dried.

investigation,

Id

therenJIt*?

or5J?iheLei®afi
oHhT.^15
aucceaafvew*.10
nerranaoer'l^.e,'1
cooot^ tK,
Dec”
w'.?-

Fort

Bring* The Beal Into Co-'tperation.
It!* no wonder that many are finding the
new merilcin*) combination. Hood * Sarsaparilla before eating. Peptiron, a real Iron tonic
af.er eating, and Hood's Pills aa needed, remarkably effective a* a course of treatment
f«»r giviug vlta’ity.vigor and vim. and increasing strength and endurance.
Among the medicinal substance* that tbi*
into co-operation are
combination bring*
•ueb cleanser*, tonic*, and digestives a* sarsaparilla. nui. iron and pepsin, whose great
ro**rit baa been fully established.
Good result* from such a combination, in

of dollars.
of the

in He

OF

«>

rultahT.

I

points

same

WOUNDS.

SeashelU Instead of Glass.
One curious thing noted by Americans In the Philippines was the use by
natives of senshells in lieu of window
glass. There Is a bivalve mollusk. native to the waters of that part of the
world, which has a shell seven or eight
Inches in diameter, so thin as to he
transparent. It Is plentiful and costa
nothing. Glass Is expensive.

the greatest pleasure to tesA
tify that the work has been conducted
upon the broadest lines of service, not merely
to the gallant soldiers of the
army of the
great Republic of the West, but to all they
could assist. The high Quality of character
of those conducting this work needs no
praise, but I affirm that in my opinion it
would have been irtij possible to have afforded
the boys that inspiration and succor
they
need
and which they so
richly deserve—
without your efforts.
yy
me

—A.

district, ranking member of^the delegation from bis State and£a member of the

Peace.

TT gives

countries.
All the harbors and creeks along the
Maine coast have been inspected, immense
mussel beds fit for food being found at all
visited, the|monetary value of
tbe

of the American Guardian

**

W

tv

)

ii

New Itusl-

of

society, that has taken np the prob-

DIED

FOR FOOD.

t

Sears port
OF

J Michaud,
Carl 8 Brown,
Fred Cube,
Ralph O Millet,
Ralph C Rogers,
Charles H Merrill,
Charles Willett,
Laurie L Crowe,

those tamers and motners wiiose
will not come ones, the world
bows to diy in homage and in thanks.

Maine

Princeton
Millinocket

Kdmund

to

nesa oh

Caribou

DIED

sons

Possibilities for

Per ley C Palmer,
Harold C Robinaon,
Hjalmar Nylund,

Ralph Gilkey,

|

TBE

Norway
Portland

**'
..

S«

JM
day of November In the year oath.
or
one thouaand nine
hundred and
*"
followln* mattera
senttd for the action haying been P*af;er indicated, it is h reb*
notice thereof he klven to
.»«
ealed. by causing a copy
nl*r.
mibllabed three weeka
^
Ell.wnrth American, a
tk'
at Bllaworth. in ..Id
appear at a probate court to be held m t?*f
worth on the third day of
E|l*
ml
1«». at ten of the clock in th,
*
and be heard thereon if
wr
they
eatn

Booth bay

Hunton,

Oramell K

those who have paid the supreme
once that we might s*»e this day, and

Immense

>ll twrxon. inttrmitM
in .im,,°
°*
<•*»• her*lnaft*r named.
Al» prooate court held at
Kllxworth
Jo. toe county ot
Hancock.

KILLED IK ACTION.

M Giles,
Carroll Q Herrick,

war

>r SSHXS

To

Foreign and Home
l>ead and Wounded.

Isaac

the

thankful that

are

Jfotitts.'

LIST

In

Lists of

ennobling influence of self-sacrifice,
am:
gained a broader religion of
humanity and brotherly love.

science and people, in abhorrence of
the crimes of the people of Germany,
and no power on earth can stop

lem

Maine Men

have put on the sea a great merchant fleet, and wise legislation will
keep it there; we have learned a new
word, thrift, aud substituted it for
have felt the
we
extravagance;

to

boycott the goods and
Germany, the trade, literature, art,

president

CASUALTY

have

shall

commissioners
government
have daring the past summer been investigating the great mussel beds along the
Maine coast as a source of food supply,
opening op the possibilities of sn immeme
business. The mussel is a.very important

600.
“The American

we

we

H. Titus, Editor »nd MsnSKer.

ADVERTISING RATES ON

entangling alliances,

Toledo.

Franc*

moat Import sugar today,
it from this side of the ocean,
because the largest portion of French
most of

troops destroyed French sugar mills.
Thanks to the French rationing sys-

tem the annual consumption has been
beet land Is In German hands. cut to 800,000 tons,
according to reAs a result, the French people hare ports reaching the United States Food
been placed on a sugar ration of about Administration. Before the war Franco
18 pounds a year for domestic use; had an arm-age sugar
crop of about

sugar

pound and a half a month. This 750,000 tons of sugar and had
photograph -hows how the German left over for export

a

soma

HuirjC^;

(

the army draft.
FX

TO CONTINUE II J

\MINATI0N8

SPITE OF ARMISTICE.
OF

WORK

H-RTHKH

BOARDS

ON

MR!

11H7 Austin
1261 Guy R

*

OV®B THIRTY BIX WILL PROBABLY
BB SUSPENDED.

ban received instruc
Tbe local Hoard
continue examination* of th
lions to
and
to
discontinu
raeii,
1
els**
with the c lass i flea tioi I
gU *0rk connected
have attained their thirty
of tueo who

seventh birthday.

The movement of
call*

November

Ibe

to camp* unde
also stopped, bu t

men
was

■

affect

Maine, an thin Htat !
its full quota, and was no
ha« exceeded
required to furnish men under the No
It may, however, affect
vennher call.
entrained who ;had beei
lew men not yet
inducted for service, but tb<
not

,bii» does

specially

has not

local board

informed

Until orders to the
examinations will
and

Wednesday

yet

been

officially

to this.

as

contrary

are

continue

receivet

Tuesday

Thursday, until ail clas

1 men have been examined.
Following are the results of the exami
nations last week:

ACCEPTED

f

r

full service.

U

c.

UOIUIUU,

DuciBjiuri.

Greenlaw, Deer Isle.
13W Ron«ld Bickford Winter Harbor.
1315 (ieorge K Peck ham, Northeast Har.
13g? Sumner W. Carter, Surry.
12* James N Horton, Dedham
1368 Wallace Bridge#, Swan's Island
1386 Hiram P Robbins, Stonington.
1389 Csrter Long, Bar Harbor.
1*05 Lester A Sabins, N Hancock.
1513 Ralph B Gcrriah, Winter Harbor
1557aMorris A Honker, Bar Harbor.
1273 Edwin B

Wood,

1561 Ernest B

W Pifleld, Stonington
1577 George ti Withee, Swan's Island.
1587 Lewis A Millikan, Ellsworth
1598 Clifford L Merchant, Hall Quarry
167S Fred J Ieeney, Northeast Harbor.
1702 Lb forest M Haskell, Deer Isle.
1745 George W Christie, Latnoine.
1816 Byron C Ford, Sedgwick.
2183 Everett H Dalsell, L 1 Plant.
DISQUALIFICATION

PBK8HHT

HOB

1180
1414

1425
1478
1529
1666
1716
1740
1741
1754
1790
1792

RHMHDIABI.B.

Moore, Gouldsboro.

1049 Burton B

Stover,

Orland.

N

ACCEPTED

907
951
973
974
1003

LIMITED SERVICE.

Marshall, jr.,

157 David
899

HOH

Heal Harbor.

Jordan, Franklin.
Lewis W Googins, Ellsworth.
George W Anderson, Bar Harbor.
Jarvis Gray, 8 Brooksville.
Wilbur L Friend, 8 Bluebill.

Ralph

Philip

Sweet, Sergentville.
Basil It landsey, Birch Harbor.
Arthur M Grant, Hall Quarry,
Frank A Elliott, Castine.
Clarence A Garland, Ellsworth.
John J Jones, WeBt Brooksville.
Roy C Wails, McKinley,
Ralph B Card, Ellsworth.
Jarvis Green, Cape Rosier.

2684

EXAMINATION.

2736

W

K

B

FOR

EXAMINATION

1809 Weston E
1833
1835
1840
1852
1866
1873

Allen, Islesford

Stewart, N Hancock.

Ralph L Bickford, W Gouldnboro.
Harry S Parker, Ellsworth.
Merle B Black, McKinley.
Edgar L Torrey, N Sedgwick.
Philip R O’Reily, Winter Harbor.
Ray E Orcutt, W Franklin.

1878 Guilford P

1908
1910
1919
1933

Smith, Bar Harbor.
Lowe, Deer Isle.
Horace J Herrick, E Bluehill.
Everett L. Grant, Seal Harbor.
Ralph M Hutchins, Penobscot.
Carl W Greene, S Penobscot.
Carl A Gasper, Surry.
George W. Fogg, Mt Desert Ferry.
Walter B Teeling, Ellsworth.

1936 Walter F
1945
1947
1956
1967
196-1
1971

King,

Eden.

Frank R Gross, Stoningtou.
Avery W Carr, Ellsworth Falls.
Guy F Bunker, Bar Harbor.
John McDonald, Bar Harbor.
Virgil P Kline, Bluehill.
Joseph A Puffer, Bar Harbor.
Linscott, jr, Bar Harbor.
Eugene Stevens, Bar Harbor.
Benjamin Martin, Mint urn.
I>evi U Bowden, Orland.
Cecil C Segar, N Brooksville.
Jay B Hibbard, Dedham.
Melvin L Wilbur, Lainoine.
Harry E Carter, W Brook 1 in.

1972 Hollis M
1983
1985
1986
1989
2009

William H Mason, Bluebill
1091 Alton U Candage, Surry.

‘2010

1144
1160

2020 Arthur E Hall, Northeast Harbor.
2023 Charles W Bradbury, Franklin.

1169

2034

1032

Guy E Soper,

Orland.

Willie E Snowman, Orland.
Donald K Cowing, Eden.
1203 Norman (J Home, Bucksport.
1241 Bernard D Sawyer. N Castlne.
1264 Norman D Welch, Sorrento.
1284 Sidney L Reed, Sound.
1340 Orris P Urindle, Bluebill
1348 Irving B Perkins, Hall Quarry.
1382 Frank Urguhart, Bar Harbor.
1385 Norman P Oray, Bluebill
1413 Clareuce B DeCost, Southwest Har
1452 Emery L
Gray, N Brooksville
1514 Willie T
Eaton, Little Deer Isle.
1550 Miltou W Norwood, West Tremont.
1574 Gerald E Gray, 8 Penobscot
1608 Augustus A Gott, McKinley
1633 Henry E Crane, Birch Harbor
1686 Lyle P Saunders, Bucksport.
1726 Walters Bunker, N Sullivan.
1747 LukeSCarter, W Brookiin.
1*57 Howard P Lunt, Ellsworth.
1758 Chandler Bowden, Sargeutville.
1S(J3 Herman E Ginn, N Penobscot.
2520 Peruald H Webster, Ellsworth
RHJBCTKD.

Percy
“6

S

Perkins, N

Brooksville.

Gerald L McKenzie, W Franklin.
909 Willard F
Scott, Deer Isle.
987 Leo H Young, Corea.
998

Henry LTapley,

Brookiin.

1Q0O Isaac S
Higgins, Mt Desert.

aaptmarmom-

AFTER INFLUENZA
Grip, Fevers,

Poisoning,

and Other Blood*

2017

2035

Joseph Robertson, Lamoine.
Eugene L Pettee, Northeast

Harbor.

George R Williams, Great Pond.
Bowden, S Bluehill.
2047 Harry A Wasgatt, Corea.
‘2069 Erland L Robertson, S Brooksville.
2042 Blanchard D

W

Hodgkins,

Ellsworth.

Smith, lamoine.
2099 George L Butler, Bucksport.
S
2106 Charles
Woodbury, Ellsworth
2070 Carl D

Falls.
2119 Neal A

Raymond,

Ellsworth.

Bonsey, Surry.
Harold M Paine, Hull’s Cove
Charles C Conary, Surry.
John C Littlefield, Eagle
Thomas N Aucoin, Northeast Har

2124 Osmond C
2148
2150
2156
2168

2175 Horace

2191

Kooerison, Burry.
Robert E Alien, Bluebill Falls.
w

Burleigh R Staples, Minturn.
T Brown, Bucksport.
2200 George W Conary, Lamoine.
2201 Mike Moran, Caatine
>-srr William S Holmes, Northeast Har.
2200 Arthur H Gray, 8 Penobecot.
2210 Irving E Bragdon, Franklin.
srsi George L Brown, Deer Isle.
•2223 Harry B Kennison, Bar Harbor.
2227 Pearl A Clement, Seal Harbor.
2235 William P Leonard, Pretty Marsh.
2238 Henry C Mercbaut, Winter Har.
2243 Washington E Grant, Bar Harbor
2247 Nathaniel E Hutchins, Orland.
2281 Leonard W Moore, Ellsworth.
2265 George A Young, Lamoine.
2267 Thurlow T Young, Gouldsboro.
2269 William G Ingalls, Orland.
2275 Irving L Eaton, Deer Isle.
2288 Ira C Grace, Bar Harbor.
2304 Albert Thurlow, Stonington.
2311 Charles C Cousins, jr, Brooklin.
2318 Royce F Johnson, Atlantic.
2328 Herbert B Collar, Franklin.
211)3

2198 Clitton

2694
2706
2706

2711
2726
2727

2730 Maurice H

Michaud,

Benjamin

F

killed

vicinity of the Toddy pond road, in
Surry. He got busy, and put in long days
and nights on the case. As a result of his
investigations, Charles Gay, Edwin Varney and Trueman Ayer, all ot Jonesport,
and Thurston Cunningham of Bluehiil,

17,

to Hancock

men

came

and

stopped

county

Cunning-

at Mr.

equipped

big

for

Friday

game.

the

came

arraigned before Judge CrabEllsworth municipal court,
Friday. They admitted they were in the
vicinity, but merely for the purpose of

looking

over

woodland.

Gay, Varney and Cunningham
found guilty, and fined flOO and

Messrs.
were

costs

each.

The

costs

will

Ellsworth,

a

few years.
and at
vessel.

in

term

of

membership, having

raised in 1865.
Capt. Adams leaves a widow, two sons,
Howard H. of Boston and Martin L. of
Ellsworth, and two daughters, Miss Helen
Adams of
Ellsworth and Miss Alice
Adams of Newtonville, Mass.
Howard
and Miss Alice arrived home Monday.
The funeral was held at the home this
afternoon, Revs. J. W. Tickle of the Unitarian church and R. B. Mathews of the

denial when

Ellsworth.

in

been

This in substance was the evidence to
which the respondents offered a general
the

born

a

lodge,

first snowstorm of the season, and ideal
hunting conditions.

tree in

was

retail

COUNTRY

re-

For years he sailed in Ellsworth and New
York vessels, to the West Indies, South
American and European ports.
He retired from the sea some fifteen years ago,
but had since gone many trips with Ellsworth captains as the old longing for the
sea seized him.
Of quiet, retiring disposition, only
those privileged to penetrate the outer
garment of reserve understood and appreciated the kindly warmth of his nature.
No man was more loyal to his friends than
he; none more loyal to his home town. He
exemplified in his daily living the highest precepts of the great masonic fraternity, which was his religion. At his death
he was the oldest member of Lygonia

in

the

county

Adams

boy, he began going to sea,
twenty-one he was master of a
As

Bluehill. They
camp at North
according to their story, to cruise
timberiand, but, incidentally, they were

prices

Dairy butter,

PRODUCE.

Fresh eggs, doz.
Fowl, lb.
Chickens.

Hay,

loose,

Graves, Northeast Har.
Lawrie, Northeast Har.

G Spurling, W Gouldsboro.

2820 Arthur L

W.

35
Wn 40

fl2<i*14

ton.

VEGETABLES.
45

03
03
04
08
08
02
10
05

Beets, lt>.
Onions, lb
Carrots, lb.
Squash, B>.
Turnips, lb.
Pumpkins, each.
Parsnips, lb.
FRUIT.
Lemons, doz
doz...
Oranges,
Bananas.
A FEW STAPLES.
Sugar, granulated, tb.
...

50

00 a

M

40«50
11

yellow.

10

Coffee, tb.
Tea, lb.

225.40
40580

gal.855*1.00

Molasses,

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

Beef, roasts lb

80535

steak ft>.
Veal, ft.
Lamb, tb.
Ham.
Bacon.
Salt pork, ft.
Lard, lb.'.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

45£65
25945
85345
4'(a 50
50355
30
82(o 34

$1 503*1 60
Flour, bag.
Corn, bag (whole, cracked or meal,) 8 2f(a 8 35
Shorts. $2 40 3*2 50
Mixed feed and middlings.
*2 50
2 35
Oats, bag, 2$ bu.

2toett(«mentfc

United States Railroad Administration
W. G. McADOO, Director Gtoeralif laNrtaOs

amount to
CARL

50
85

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, !b.

Congregational church, officiating.

each

Ellsworth

in

tb.

Corrected to
case.
Mr. Ayer was
nearly |60
Carl W. Leighton, son of Mrs. Minnie
acquitted, the identification in his case
November 11, 1918.
not being sufficient. The respondents
of Ellsworth,
died last
sp- A. Leighton
iraled,and furnished bonds for appearance Thursday at the East Maine general
BAR HARBOR TO B
at the April term of the supreme court.
hospital in Bangor. Death resulted from
out
deer
Eugene .Leach,
hunting and typhoid fever which followed at attack Bar Harbor..It
Sorrento
standing on a runway, saw three men pass of influenza.
him. He recognized two of them as Mr.
Mr. Leighton was born in Ellsworth Mt Desert Fy Iv
Waukeag, 8 Fy
Gay and Mr. Cunningham. After they had thirty-seven years Rgo, and lived here Hancock
in

LEIGHTON.

LNGOR.

Grindle, Bucksport.
passed, he went to their tracks and found until about flve years ago. He bad for Franklin Road.
Dolliver, Southwest Har. that they were
June
following the tracks of some time been employed on steam Wash’gt’n
Ellsworth.
2834 John W Silk, jr, Bar Harbor.
four moose, going in the direction where vessels, and after the country declared Ella worth Falls
2837 William D Swazey, West Eden.
tbe hides and heads of two large bull war. entered the merchant marine. He Nicotin.
Green Lake
2838 Harvard E Gray, Ellsworth Falls.
moose were afterward found.
was employed
for a
time on the tug Phillips l.Tke
2870 Harry G Silsby, Amherst.
M< KT'-naie’s..
two
Perth
Saturday,
boys, Emery Grindle and
Amboy, that was attacked by a Holden..
2874 Elmer C McCauley, Stonington.
Howard Carter, hunting west of the submarine off the Massachusetts coast,
2877 Sherman W Joyce, Atlantic.
Toddy pond road, came upon three men but was not on board at the time, being Baufco.ar
2882 Horace E Snow, N Brooksville.
cutting up the carcasses of two large bull on a furlough. When taken ill a few Portland
2888 Samner J Grindle, Castine.
moose. They identified two of the men as
weeks ago he was employed in a munition
Boston via
2892 Charles L Annis, Deer Isle.
Mr. Gay and Mr. Varney. The third man factory at Brockton, Mass, and came to
Portsmouth ar
2894
Rudolph

2833

E

William H. Blaisdell, Ellsworth.

2895 Earl L.
110*1 K

Howard,

kept his back toward them and they could

Ellsworth.

the home of his sister in

Boston via.

Brewer.

He leaves besides his mother, two sisters,
identify him.
Sunday night tbe moose meat disap- Mrs. Neal D. Walker of Brewer and Miss
peared, the hides and heads being left. Frances Leighton of Bos’on. Their many
Tracks in the main road showed where an friends in Ellsworth sympathize deeply
automobile had driven up and stopped with the family.
behind a clumpof bushes opposite where
The body was brought to Ellsworth Satnot

FROM UNDKRSBAS.

I.aiiioinc

lloy Had Kleveu Months
Foreign Service ftu Submarine.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv

Merchant, chief torpedo gun- an old wood road came out from the vicin- urday for interment. There were prayers Portland.lv.i.! 112
f5
ity where the moo6e had been killed. at the grave at Woodbine cemetery at 10 Bangor.lv.|.!
Brewer June.;
mate, is enjoying a furlough and
5
Tracks of a team in the woodroad showed o’clock.
Holden.
6
delayed honeymoon at home, after eleven how the raooso meat bad been hauled out
The body was accompanied here by Mrs. McKenzie’s. ffl
Lake..
ffi
Phillips
months’ service in a submirine in foreign and then loaded into the truck.
and
Miss Frances Leighton, and Green Lake.
8
Evidently Leighton
f6
waters. He wears on his sleeves two en- two trips had been made, a9 there was a
by Mr. Leighton’s fiancee, Miss Florence Nicolin...
Ellsworth Falls..
listment stripes, foreign service stripes, lot of meal. Warden Macomber estimates Knowles, of Southwest Harbor, with her Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
chevrons, and a bursting shell as evi- the moose would weigh a
thousand parents, Fred Knowles and wife of SouthFranklin Road.
dence of his service and ordnance school
west Harbor, and her brother, William Hancock.
pounds each.
Luther

ner's

training.

Where

Merchant first enlisted at

eighteen years

of age, in Boston, as a landsman. At the
end of four years’ service on the U. S. S.

Missouri, be was mustered out as gunmate, third class, having done his

ner’s

four years without
It

was

a

mark against
he was

a

him.

when

Saturday

dis-

also

the

automobile

pieces of

small

broken

a

bad

meat

moose

automobile

chain.

whether he said “last

Having
motion, he

was

was

Newport

and

Choosing

worked
to

sent

for proordnauce

the

the submarine

ordered to the

new

service,

submarine

was

L

“one

D. E.

Hurley of Ellsworth appeared for
State, and A. D. McFall of Macbias
and Henry M. Hall of Ellsworth for the

second class.

“but ray wife

expects

me

am

has had many narrow
through it all, and on

escapes,

to

do

here for.”
but

my
He

came

October 26, when
second four-years’ term expired, he
was chief gunner’s mate.
He immediately re-enlisted for another
four years, took a thirty days’ furlough,

his

and with his

patriotic

wife

came

to

spend

furlough among his schoolmates and
friends, making his headquarters with
his aunt,
Mrs. Hattie Gilpatrick. His
wife was Mary, daughter of W. S. Benhis

She has two

brothers in the

who

has

been

away

farm, is home.
Stephen Lee Joy, son of Madison
Joy and wife apd grandson of the
working

had

death has

His

place.

He
will

and
home

and

a

cold at

another
cast

on
a

the time and

be

of pleasing personality
greatly missed in the

in

the town.

w-as

Besides

the

community

is

extended

his

to the
M.

The Important Question.
It Is all right to say that a bag of
sand tied to a mule’s tail will stop
his braying, but who will do the ty-

ing?

vice.

PENOBSCOT.

Wisdom

Whispers

“A Doctor’s Prescription, Famous for

Joy, aged

|

family.
Nov. 11.

More than 100 Years

20 years.

LANDERS—At Bar Harbor, Nov 7, Thomas
Landers, aged 43 years.
MEANS—At Sedgwick,
Nov 8, William N
Means, aged 75 years.
MITCHELL —At Ellsworth,
Nov 7, Mrs
Charles L Mitchell, aged 42 years, 3 mouths,

JOHNSON’S

TnodyneLlNiMENT
as

External use)

This wonderful old family medicine
conquers Coughs, Colds,
rippe, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills,
Sprnins, Strains, and many other
common ills. Soothes, heals, and

Suickly

Stops Suffering

♦

signal
Daily, f Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
or on

notice to conductor.

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnac<
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST

WORK: HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention
or mall orders

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

PERKINS—At Penobscot, Nov 7, Hoyt B Perkins, aged 17 years, !1 months, 18 days.
PARKER—At Sailor's Snug Harbor, N. Y.,
Nov 7, Capt Edward D Parker, of Bucksport, aged 77 years, ll months.
SAWYER —At Bucksport, Oct 28, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Ralph Sawyer.
TINKER—At. Southwest Harbor, Nov 9, infant child of Mr aud Mrs John Tinker, aged

*11 Kinds of Laundry Work.

WHITE—At Jocesport, Oct 31, Mrs Alice B
White, formerly of Brooksville, aged 32

Special

ao&m'.snnms.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

(Internal as well

16 05

on

—

parents, he is survived by two brothers,
His
mother and
Hugh and Bernard.
brother Hugh are ill of influenza, and his
father is seriously ill. The sympathy
of

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor -ar

f4

—

the way home.
gloom over this

ser-

Mr. Merchant will report again for
duty November 28.

ADAMS—At Ellsworth, Nov 10, Capt John Q
Adams, aged 74 years, 10 months, 12 days.
ALDRIDGE— At Portland, Oct 29, Miss Dorothy Aldridge, of Marlboro, aged 18 years.
DRAKE
At Brookline, Mass., Nov 12, Dr
Olin M D.ake, formerly of Ellswortn.
FORD —At Ellsworth, Nov 9, Patrick Ford,
aged 82 years, 7 months, 28 days.
GILLEY
At Southwest
Harbor, Nov 9,
Beverly Louise, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Leverett Gilley, aged 8 months.
HEATH—At Seal Cove, Nov 8, Mrs. Hannah
G Heath, aged 70 years. 26 days.
HUTCHINSON —At Stonington, Oct 9, Kenneth, infant son of Mr and Mrs John L
Hutchinson.
HIGGINS—At Auburn, Nov 9. John M, son of
Mr and Mrs George E Higgins, formerly of
Ellsworth, aged It years, 11 months, 6 days.
JOY—At North Hancock, Nov 10, Stephen L

Joy, died Sunday after a short
of influenza
and
illness
pneumonia.
Mr. Joy was employed in Bangor, and
was called home by his father’s serious
He

Waukeag, £ Fy..
Mt Desert Fy ar.

4 31
4 46
52
5 00
5 08
|5 10

1 Stops

•'

13 50
4 00
f4 10

JB.
late

Gideon L.

illness.

05
15
3 21
8 43

Bucksport.

on a

contracted

87
69
04
06
16
26

MARKIKI).

NORTH HANCOCK.

Sabans,

Lester

Mr

26 flO
80
t3

STRATTON-SHERWOOD-At Lowell. Nov
5. by Charles G Jewell, esq, Miss Mints D
Stratton, of Hancock, to Willard H Sherwood, of Lowell.
SHERMAN—GRAY—At Bucksport, Nov 9,
by Rev Henry W Webb, Mrs Laura Etta
Sherman to John Wilson Gray, both of

respondents.

9,

made chief gun-

best, and that’s what I

nett.

sure

or

night.”

he

When the United States joined the
allies, he was in Pensacola, Fla. Coming
North, to ask for foreign service, he was
given twenty-four hours’ notice to report
aboard hiB “sub,'’ bound across. His
story of the trip across in December, 1917,
of being driven back twice by heavy seas
before arriving “over there,” and of doing
his bit, told without egotism or exaggeration, is interesting. Several times he
voluuteered for especially hazardous seroccasion, when he
vice, an 1 on one
stepped forward to volunteer, his com“Merchant, you
manding officer said:
are a married man.”
“Yes, sir,” he re-

plied,

quite

night”

and
| Hildreth

co

BLACK—At Brooksville. Nov 1, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert Guy Black, a daughter.
I Fidelia Clarissa ]
HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, Oct 9, to Mr
and Mrs John L Hutchinson, a son.
HANSON—At Bucksport, Oct 20, to Mr and
Mrs Carl Hanson, a daughter.

for nine months’ train-

and five months later

ner’s mate,

Eleanor.]

the

studied

ing.

BILLINGS—A. Bucksport, Oct 22,
Mrs Harold Billings, a daughter.

day for some engine repairs on his autotruck, and tried to buy a chain for his car,
telling him he had lost one, but on the
stand Mr. Chatto could not be

four years.

riOKN.

Mr.

Chatto, proprietor of a garage at Bluehill,
testified that Mr. Gay came to him Mon-

cause

He fretted all day Sunday bethey would not allow him to enlist
that day, and on Monday he was back in
the service, having enlisted for another

Knowles of Bath.

stopped,
found,

were

charged.

Ernest Snowman has gone to Boston (or
Prostrating Diseases,
the winter.
rhr beat coarse of restorative treatMiss Violet Perkins is home from Sedgment, purifying the blood, strengthwick, where Bhe has been employed.
ening the nerves, stimulating the
2340 Arthur H Collins, Sedgwick.
lu'er, is:
Mrs. Annie Davis and daughter Helene,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the standard 2345 Howard E Carter, Bar ilarbor.
who are in Bluebill for the winter, spent
1
L
2381 Sanford
Willey, Ellsworth.
Sunday in town.
Pur*^eri before eating,
"eptiron, a real iron tonic (choco- 2385 Austin E Saunders, BuckBport.
Sergeant Leo M. Sellers, who is stationed
lated pills), after eating,
2386 Ira M tonary, Orland.
at Eberts Field, Lonoke, Ark., is enjoying
Creek.
Hood’s Pills (cathartic, mild and 2390 Herbert G Young, Otler
a twenty days’ furlough
here with his
2391 Alphonso Eaton, Little Deer Isle.
elective) as needed.
sister, MrB. M. A. WardwelJ.
H
•bese three great medicines make 2410 Leslie Dean, Bucksport.
Maynard Perkins came from Lowell
convalescence real, rapid and per- 2412 Lawrenoe S Robinson, Southwest last
week, being called by the sickness
1<,ct. They are also of service in the
Harbor.
and death of his brother, Hoyt Perkins.
prevention of disease and the preser- 2435 Jay Murphy, Bernard.
Another brother. Ensign Ivan Perkins,
'ation of health. They form Hood’s 2441 Herbert G Butler, Center.
came from New York last week to attend
2451 Lawrence G McCauley, Stonington.
tnple Combination Treatment.
the funeral.
Warren W Pert, North Sedgwick.
r.ach is good alone; all an
good 2460
Woodlocxb.
Nov. 11.
2466 Calvin B Martin, Mt Desert Ferry.
together. Get them today.

p^

been

Q.

died within

ham’s

Gross, Stonington.
2748 Irvin L Conner, N Castine.
2767 Lewis W Blodgett, W Brooksville
2781 Henry L Day, Ellsworth.
2783 Calvert J Harmon, Castine
2791 Ward M Grindle, N Brooksville

2810 Clifford

had

the few

28, 1843, son of Josiah B. and
Mary (Kice) Adams, and was the last survivor of five children, all of whom were
life-long residents of Ellsworth and have

came,

2747 James E

2809

moose

of

are

to-day:

resi-

December

October 28 Mr. Macomber learned

October

Harland B Osgood, Bluehill.
Leach, Surry.

2901 Chandler E

John

a

that two bull

one

Following

life-long

but was confined to his bed only the week
before his death.

J.

camp occupied by a Washington county crew, and dug the carcasses of three deer out of four feet of snow.
He got a conviction.
On

a

maining of the old-time sea captains,
died Sunday night at his home on Bridge
hill.
Capt. Adams had been failing in
health the past year, from heart trouble,

Micomber of Ellsworth, however.
Later they reckoned with him.
They are
It is
wiser, sadder, and poorer to-day.
only last February that Warden Macoraber invaded

Q. Adams,

dent of Ellsworth and

H.

ton

William M McFarland, Hancock.
Frank L Kent, Bar Harbor.
George J Gott, Brooklin.
Simeon 1' Hammond, Gouldsboro.
Clarence Pirie, Trenton.
Ralph E Carter, Brooklin.

2703

school at

2037

2069 Lawrence

2677

Warden

John

MAKKKTS.

..

1881 Charles W
1881

2665
2666

reckoned without Chief Game

Capt.

KLL8 WORTH

ADAMS.

..

Phillips, Franklin
Hall, Stoningtou.

1825 Carleton A

Maynard Salisbury, Ellsworth.
Isles.

THIS WEEK.

Henry Hose, Brooklyn, N Y
Dow, Deer Isle
William E Gott, Gott’s Island

1399 Maurice K

2655
2656

Washington County
Come to Grief In Hancock.
Moose, apparently, are getting scarce
in Washington county.
Perhaps there’s
a reason.
At all events, Washington
invaded
county poachers have again
Hancock county, and made a good start
in cleaning up the game here.
They

arrested, charged with violation of
the game laws.
It appeared from the evidence dug out
by Warden Macomber, that the Washing-

2746 Earle F

726* Bert ran G

Leroy Stover, Birch Harbor.
1021 Hervey M Sparling, Cranberry
1014

FOR

335 Irving E
733 Andrew E Li scorn b, Heal Harbor.
965 Kosooe M Heath, W Penobscot.
1063 Walter E Barron, Ellsworth.
1366 Ernest M Guthrie, Bar Harbor
1571 Carl A Moore, Ellsworth.
1647 John J Baker, Bar Harbor
1660 Levi E Lord, Bucksport
1684 Cecil L Berdeen, Stoningtou

606

George A Haskins, Dedham.
Ralph A Fernald, Ellsworth Falls.
Clayton E Wallace, Tremont.
Leroy E Haskell, Stonington.
Edwin W Lawson, Bernard.
Burton A Haskell, Deer Isle.
George B Richardson, Castine.
Charles W Dow, Deer Isle.
Shirley W Wallace, E Franklin.
Charles L Bacon, Bluehill.

2653

Joyce, Swan’s Island.
Gray, Buck sport

34a

Charles B Lunt, French boro.

2628

Ellsworth.
Roy A Trundy, Brewer.
Lloyd A Hutchins, Penobscot.
Raymond R York, W Penobscot.
Clarence M Silk, Bar Harbor.
Thomas 8 Norris, Bucksport.

OUITUAR\
CAPT. JOHN q.

Poachers

were

WEEK.

2627
2635

Johnston,

INTERESTING MOOSE CASE.
More

2506
2508
2515 Hollis F Copp, Trenton.
2516 Alton H Weed, Stonington.
2518 Oscar W Facteaux, Orland.
2521 John P Moran, Bar Harbor.
2626 Sumner I) Abbott, Franklin.
2535 Percy E Garland, Eden.
2544 Shirley H Bunker, West Sullivan.
2550 John B Caudage, East BluehiH.
2555 Ward well M Eaton, Little Deer Isle.
2568 William F Gowan, Buck “port.
2566 Clarence E Uowes, Bar Harbor.
2576 Harvey R Webster, Penobscot.
2680 Franklin F Colson, Ellsworth.
2601 Horace L Sinclair, E Sullivan.
2602 Nelson A Perkins, N Brooksville.
2606 William B Duffee, Ellsworth.
2821 Coleman A White, E Sullivan.
FOR EXAMINATION NEXT

230 Edward K

1905

Blance, Prospect Harbor.
1329 Edward B Witham, Verona.
1402 Clarence P Lurvey, Northeast Hsrbor,
1530 Augustus P Hendrick, Htouington
1534 Austin W Bridges, Penobscot
1535 Charles W Sawyer, Bernard.

Rupert

1219

4

John H Homer, Manset.

1886
1001 Lewis K

2504

EXAMINED.

TKANnFKKKKD

158

2473
2486
2494

Harry Duffy, South Blnebilt.
23 Andrew i.orton, Mt Desert.
189 Lee Stanley, Swan’s Island.
315 Neal E Walker, N Hancock
448 Daniel Orr, N Sullivan.
466 George G Witham,
Bucksport.
575 Frank L Franklin,
Bucksport.
1101

2472

2497

19

1807 Charles E

Bar Harbor.

1673 Alien

CArSH

NOT

Howard L Fernald. Ellsworth.
Knscoe Clement, Ellsworth.
Ellis L Johnson, East boilivan.
Eugene E McFarland, Bar Harbor.
Elston A Carter, Seal Harbor.
Hollis N Rolfe, Winter Harbor.
Ralph O Perry, Sullivan.
Ralph W Hamilton, Green Lake.
Shirley D Stewart, Corea.
Gerald H Higgins, Indian Point.

2468

2489

1503 Vlnal R
Cunningham, Orland
1542 Wendell 8
Wooster, Ellsworth K 4
1546 Harry B
Graves, Lamoiue
1634 Harry Bowden, Caatiue
1726 Forrest B Stanley, Swan's Island.
l'58 Kddie L Parrott,
Ellsworth.
1733 Frank D
Robinson, Bluehlll.
1787 Harry L Trim, Ellsworth.
2158 William M. Walker.
Ellsworth
2481 John H Abram, Indian Point

1075

1153 Leroy Coeter, Sedgwick.
1182 Jos** Uotnea, Stonington.
1189 Harry L Stratton, Ellsworth.
1206 Orient J Thompson, Salisbury Cove.
fjJiri

LGinn, Bucksport.
Homer, Bernard.
1279 Clarence 1»
Danforth, Castine.
1308 George E
Davie, Dedham.
1322 Edgar A
Jonea, W Brookaville.
1393 Jasper M
Holbrook, W Eden
1413 Irving W Peaalee,
Ellsworth R.
1471 Walter E Dyer, Franklin
1493 Ivory M Peaalee,
Cape Hosier.

693 Carrol S

ene Joseph UOtt, Bar Harbor.
Ofi HeberS Perkins, Penobscot.
896 Carroll H Butler, Ellsworth.
900 Carlton H Smallidge, Winter Har.
911 Erland L Haalem, W'altham.
1038 Charles Buidoc, Buckaport.
lft.9 Clarence F Lyra burner, N Brooks
ville.
1010 Ernest CStedman, Sedgwick.
10M H«lmont L Mercer, Bucksport.
1101 fieorge M Jordan, Seal Harbor,
llfrj Harold L Herrick, Blaehill.
1106 Cyrus T Piper, Biuehill
1110 Clifton B. Pettee, Seal Harbor.
1112 Uster L Pettingill, Biuehill.

liwl

1127 Carroll R Walla,
Brookiin.
1157 Howard
BTborlow, Stonington.
171 ,iurto" W
Conley, Ellsworth Kalla.
11S« Arno P
Johnson, W Gouidsboro.

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets

and Markers

St., Ellsworth, Me.

Telephone 178-2.

Ellsworth Steam

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

for and delivered
parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Goods called

attention to

State Street,

Ellsworth. Me

money

save;

by having your clothing repaired.
cost money
hauled.

now;

Clothes

have your old suita

Repairing fur garments

DAVID
IVIaiir* Street

a

over-

specialty

FRIEINI D
Ellsworth

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Professional Carts.

EAT

CORN
SAVE

mimr

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

TYPEWRITING,

ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
AKentUuion Sale Deposit & Trust Co., ol Portend, tor furnlshlou Probate and Surety Bond
A Kent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, s,

If' mtrmmts

Stnjrrtisrmrnts.

COUNTY NEWS

enrich the
What is done in childhood days
blood and build up rugged health often makes
The growing
or breaks the man of tomorrow.
needs
nervous
with
overwrought,
energy
youth,
constant care and

Portland, the new
deputy collector of customs, ban entered
upon hit duties.

TOMORROW’S MAN CALLOUS AMID

HORRORS OF WAR |

to

Grewsome
to

Sights

of Battle Fail

Shake Nerves of
Yanks.

Such Women Just
ilave to “Give Up”

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mr.

Bradley

of

The Red Uroaa rooms are again *>pen for
i work, after a month's dose on the general
? order. It is to be hoped that h 11 who can
tie present on Tuesdays and Fridays will

|

(

prompt to assist in work that must be
month.

be

v

I finished this

Principal

SCOT) MM

QUiChLt ADAPT THEMSELVES

week
w

Kelley

was

called

home

and

appeth

“hardly drag,around.” Vinol creates6,
hearty appetite, strengthens the digestive organs
induces sound sleep, invigorates the
nerves, and inn

a

death of his father,
failing health for some
Elmer Marshall, waiting here for

ago by the
ho had been in

time.

“Man may work from sun to sun, but
wonL-S
work is never done.’' That’s
why women
overworked, nervous, all run down, no
can

opening of the school he is engaged
natural manner creates working
Admiration of French and British Vet- to teach, substituted for Mr. Kelley last
week.
Narrafensett Pier, R.!.
of
Conduct
erans Is Aroused by
Jacksonville, III.
"
I was all run-down, back ached,
i
I keep boose for my little
Much sympathy is felt here for Mr.
Americans on Bloody Batand
tired all the time.
I
house
but
keep
into
a weak,
in
the
death
I and Mrs. .Leverett Gilley
got
by
nervous
tlefields of France.
for my husband and four children and down
condition, tired
ui
tueir ei<m-incut ns-old
puteUtnom*
could hardly
around. Finally I no ambition. My doctor
keep
told
daughter, Beverly Louise, on Nov. 9. after
tried Vinol and it has restored my try V inol, and in a
With the American Army.—The caiweek
18-6
Scott & Bowae. Bloomfield, N• J»
a
On the same day the
week’s tilties*
health and helped me wonderfully, so new person. I am now I fe|t
j lousness and steady nerves of fresh infint of Mr. and Mrs. John Tinker,
strong
I recommend it to others who are in
do
American troops In recent advances
ac&t'risanmte
“
lioticns
this condition.
Mrs.HannahRandall. housework."—M
aged three days, died.
G H.
!
have gladdened the hearts of veteran
nerroti*.
weak women, nv.r.ori..
condition.,
in
Maurice
hunters
A
deer
of
NOTll'K «*F POKKVLosrKK.
party
! British and French who have observed
PROKATK M-M'ICKS.
^•blo old people and delicate children, there U no remedy like yi.H1 *”**•
Ed^a
THRHh A8 Fred A. Powers and
Marshall’s car, returning from the game
them, as well as filled with pride their
OTICE is hereby given that the following
J Powers of Powersville. county of
much
envious
attracted
last
week,
region
|
appointments have ueeti made bv the Penobscot. State of Maine, by their mortgage own officers.
Probate Court w ithin and lor the county of deed, dated June 90. a d. 1915. and recorded in
attention. Of the two deer secured, one
The horror of warfare Is more apHancock. State of Maine:
Haacock county registry of <!e*-ds. book 516. I
Mr. .Marshall was acwas a pure white.
I Josephine E. Carpenter, late of Bar Harbor, page too. conveye 1 to John A. Oliver and Susie I parent during an offensive when an
Gene Thurston, Arthur
in said county, deceased.
Agnes Carpenter C. Oliver, both of Hnckaport. connty of Hati
companied
bp
other
at
any
of Bar Harbor, in said county and E lifh Carcock. State of Maine, certain real estate situ- I army is advancing than
nn»ta.rj> r..
ivh.it, Uru*iti»i, ana UruK«i»i» i-.very*i„re
Norwood and Andrew Berry.
penter Macy of Scar boro on Hudson, in the ated in said Bucksport, f ounded aud described | time; even during a defensive action
It being the northerly
county of Wesicbester and state of New as follows, to wit:
a meeting in the inevening
Friday
half of lot No. 8ft, iB the sixth range of lots i in a retreat. Attacking troops advance
York, appoint**! executors of the last will and
L-ttie left Saturday for
terests of war relief work was held at
testament of said deceased; d 'te of qualificain said Buck«port. excepting twenty acres
Pbil.riel,^,, t0
over the enemy’s posit ions, dotted with
tion October 8. a. d. 1918* The said Edith
formerly owned by William Harrirnan. and
with l)r. Phillips chairman.
join her husband, who has employiuest
dead and dying, then dig In and fight Masonic ball,
Carpenter Macy not being a resident of the bounded easterly by the Range road, aonth
there.
of the speaker, Dr.
Before
arrival
the
Sta e of M'line. has appointed Albert H. er y by Andrew Harrim «n. westerly by Wilamong the corpses and maimed. Often
BAK HARBOR.
Lriisra of Bar Harbor, in the c »unty of Han- liam ftarriman. northerly by Jonn K. Grindle,
Phillips instructed the ladies of the
Austin Giles and wife, who have
in a counter-attack they are temporaricock. State of Maine, as her agent in said reserving and .excepting about fifteen acres
been
Fred
A. Jordan, formerly of Bar Harbor,
as
to
their
duties.
committee
H.
Ktuerion
to
William
State of Maine, as the law directa.
conveyed by Joseph
in Ellsworth the pant year, where
ly thrust hack a few yards, and there soliciting
Mr
Harrirnan. November 27. 1871. the lot conHarriet E. Harrinian, late of Bucksport, in
is fti60.
Mr. j watt found dead in bed at bin boarding
allotment
The
town’s
has bad employment, have
Gilea
deed
bv
this
acres,
this
time
and
in
containing
forty
veyed
again,
among
Hiram
J.
Harrtmar.
fight
dig
said county, deceased.
house in Brewer Tuesday
Also
another certain lot or
morning of home. Their many friends retornw
Cummings of Auburn, in a stirring talk,
of said Bucksport. in said county, appointed more or lesv
comfallen
the
bodies
of
their
own
j
welcome
testament of parcel of land, bought of Ezra Page, adjoinext color of the last will and
clear and
comprehensive ex- last week.
gave a
them.
rades.
said deceased; date of qualification October ing the above land and bounded as follows:
of the needs o! the war relief
Thomas Landers died at the Bar Harbor
Beginning at the northeast corner of said lot,
planation
1, a. d. iyi8.
When
their
advance
becomes
j
Mrs.
Sarah
E. Haslam, who baa beta
deeper
thence running soutbwes erly by land of
work.
Herbert L. Abbott, late of Bucksport. in Wil'iam Harrirnan,
hospital last Thursday, aged forty* three in the West the
being a narrow strip of and the enemy’s retreat more general,
past year, spending toe
The Merrill Trust land
said county, deceased.
Spray.
between said lot above convey'd
Nov. 11.
years, after a short illness of pneumonia.
lying
State
Penobscot
of
winter at Cathlamet,
BaDgor.
county.
as in Von Boehm's retirement from the
Company
and land of Ebeo Pinkham u> land owned by
Wash., and the
His death followed that of bis wife by ;
of Maine, appointed executor of the last will him. thence
on
the
aforesaid
noithwesterly
summer
at Los Angeles, Cal., called on
Marne to the Vesle, the terrain beand testament of said deceased; date of quallMANSKT.
line to a fence crossing said lot; thence northfour days. They leave five children,
only
a.
d
1918.
October
£ ration
15.
old friends here recently.
A wide belt
comes even more ghastly.
easterly at right angles with my line across
the oldest fourteen years of age.
Schools opened Nov. 4.
Clarinda M. Jordan, late of Waltham, in my lot to land of said William Harrirnan.
of country is Uttered with dead men
Nov. 11.
I
said county, deceased. Wilson A. Ooogins of j thence by said Harriman's land to the place
Col.
W.
tor
more
than
has
to
work.
Edgar
Bass,
8. 8. Dolliver
gone to Bath,
and dead horses. The advancing army,
Waltham, in said county, and Harry L. Crao
of beginning, containing seventeen acres
1
a
of
summer
resident
Bar
tree of Ellsworth, in said county, appointed
more or less, being the
the
thirty years
easterly part of
Mrs. A. V. King visited Mrs. J. L. Staneager to maintain contact with^ the
WEST HANCOCK.
executors of the last will and testament of lot of land conveyed to Joseph H Emerton by
Harbor, died at hiaNew York home last
Letters Jos. Patterson by bis deed dated April 30. J8.V
said deceased, August 18. a. d. 1918.
enemy at all times, has no time to ley last week.
ext
Octo
Kenneth
issued
to
said
enters,
Rich of Thomaston is
Also
another
of
land
a part of lot
8
testamentary
Wednesday, aged seventy-five years.
parcel
nsitio*
bury or burn these corpses, respecMr. Farrar|!and family have rao/ed to
ber 12. a. d 1918
in said Buck-port and bounded as follows.
Col. Bass served in the Civil war, and his uncle, P. E. Milliken.
at
the
followcorner
of
laud
The
in
said
Beginning
late
of
westerly
tively.
supporting troops
Arthur E. Wescott.
Bluehill,
for the winter.
fltor
Monbegan
O
later
entered
West
Point
military
county, deceased. Nellie K Wescott of said formerly owned by William Pinkbam on the
School, which has been closed on accoon:
ing up the advance guards must live
Miss Norwood of West Treroont isem- academy, from which be was graduated.
Bluehill, appointed executrix of the last will southerly line of lot No. 87, thence runuing
of the influenza, has reopened.
by said Pink ham's land to the Patti rson lot. and eat among these grewsome sights.
and testament of said deceased; date of qualiW.
Mn.
K.
W«rd’*.
It
Later
he
ployed
returned to Weal Point, where
so called, thence westerly by the Pinkham's
8cation October 1, a. d. 1918.
Mrs. Estella Shew of Ellsworth is riaitNever Feased Them.
lot northerly line
fitly eight >5t») rods to a
Isaac Stanley and wife,and Bessie Noyes be served twenty years as instructor in
William Denery. late of B'-r Harbor, in said beech
tree spotted on four («) s des, thence
mg her nieoe, Mrs. Herman Sinclair.
untried Americans, who had
Fresh,
county, deceased. Annie Denery of said Bar
on a
spent the week-end at South Brooksville. j mathematics, having in bis classes during
spotted line to an oak tree not seen the
Harbor, appointed executrix of the last will nonheily
Irving Bridges of Marion, Mass., hu
frightfulness of war, alspotted on four sides standing on the southGeneral Pershing, General
and testament of said deceased; date of qualiMrs. Jessie Torrey and Mrs. Inez Qinn that period
line of lot 67 seventy TO) rods to the
with his uncle, U. B. Bridge*
had been trained in its
fication October 15, a. d. 1918. Being tem- erly of
though
they
the employment
the same premises
and,
Edwards,
gil
place
indeed,
beginning.
Being
practically
and
visited
in
Trenton
of
she
from
the
State
Maine,
Sunday.
family
porarily absent
artifice and had been in the line in
by Joseph H. Gray to Benjamin P.
Mrs. O. B. Tripp returned last week
American officers now in the field.
great
has appointed Charles B. Finer* of Bar Har- conveyed
O*over, conveyed by Edith A. Grover to John
Miss Kate Carroll of South west Harbor
bor, in the oonnty of Hancock. State of A. and Susie
from
quiet sectors, traversed the ghastly
Harrisburg, Pa., where abe n«
C. Oliver, and wttereas the said
Maine, as her agent in said State of Maine, as John A. Oliver,
by hia deed of assignment country like veterans, never turning spent the week-end with Mrs. C. Q. Stancalled by the death of her mother.
the law directs.
dated December 4, 1916. and recorded in Han
BLCEU1LL FALLS.
ley.
friends
a
hair
the
of
at
dead,
sight
Josephine B. Bnnker, better known as cock county registry of deeds in nook M2,
Mrs. Luella Butler of Egypt, who hu
Mrs. B. A. Wood is home from South
Josic B. Banker, late of Sullivan, in said
\l.ss Gertrude Gilley and a friend, of i
or foes, even when they came upon
page 94. assigned and transferred all bis right,
been visiting here, left last wsek for
W. B. BUisdell of said
title and interest in said mortgage deed
eouuty. deceased.
Blue
hill.
Northeast
the
Bellevue
such sights as Reddy farm.
Harbor, spent
past week :
Sullivan, appointed administrator of the and the debt thereby secured to Bu«fe C.
Brunswick to spend the winter with relaeatate of 6aia deceased; date of qualification
of said Bucksport, and whereas the
farm, Cierges, Serlnges et Nesles and with her grandmother, Mrs. Charles Stan- • Mrs. Tufts of Oak Point is with Mrs. tives.
j Oliver
condition of »sid mortgage has been sod now
ley.
Harry Conary.
Bmily F. Newman, late of Southwest Bar- remains broken, now, therefore, by reason of
Friends of George Sawyer, who baa been
tbe breach of t-»e condition thereof, I, the
Charles K.
tor. In said county, deceased
In these places, particularly the
Pvt. John A. Noyes, who enlisted in j
Boss Hall and two sons are home from
seriously ill in a New York bo«piUl, are
Hay res of said Southwest Haruor, appointed said Susie C. Ol ver. claim a foreclosure of
first two mentioned, the bodies of the the service last December, and has been Massachusetts for a short
said mortgage.
adminlsi rator of the estate of said deceased;
stay.
glad to know he ia better, iiis mother.
Dated at Buc*sport, Maine, this 30th day of
date of qualification October 16, a. d. 1918.
Prussian Guardsmen were literally stationed at Fort Hill, Oklan sailed for !
Mrs. Lena Duffee ia borne from RockMrs. Fred Milliken, has returned from
a. d. 1918.
William W. Billings, late of Orland, in said October,
In heaps, for these picked troops France last week.
lying
Boms
C.
Oliver.
New York.
land, much improved in health.
count>, de* eased. Jessie L. Smith of Bucks
T. H. Smith, her att'y.
By
had
been
told
to
maintain
their
in
said
administratrix
county,
appointed
port,
All are glad to have church services
Bloehill recently
M MM
Nov. 11.
George Stover of
of the estate of said deceased; da.e of qualiuntil
and
death,
Strong
positions
point
once again.
Rev. Mr. Mercer, the new visited his
fication October 15. a. d. 1918.
>tlt!.ttlr r sjMLfc.
aunt, Mrs. Eugene Candage.
In
orders.
most
eases
followed
they
Alonzo J. Candage. late of Bluehill, in said
Methodist pastor, preached an excellent
EGYPT.
8TATE OF MAINE.
Mrs. Edward Weston has closed **rbe
county, deceased. Lois M. Candage of Hurry,
The dead were In the distorted posi- sermon, Sunday, Nov. 10.
in saio count;, appointed administratrix of County of Hancock ss.
Pines” and gone to her home in Dayton,
William P. Jordan ia ill.
tions
that
indicated
how
the
end
had
the estate of »sid deceased: date of quali11.
Nov.
Lilac.
No.embcr 4. a d. 1918.
O.
fication October h. a d. 1918.
come fo them.
Those killed In maMrs. C. J. Smith is failing in health.
this fourth day of November, a. d.
Phebe P. Whiting, late of Caatine, iu said
I. W Dowe, wife and son Robert of
were smashed to bits,
19!8.on execution dated October 22 a. d.
chine-gun
LAM OINK.
pits
deceased
Charles
K.
of
Norris Savage, who has been at hom#
county,
Whiting
19.8. issued on a judgment rendered by the
Fort
a
recent
week-end
the effect of Sand grenades and bombs
Kent, spent
Cripple Creek, Colorado, appointed a*imin> supreme judicial court, for the
Herbert Davie and wife are spending a
several weeks, has returned to Bath.
county of
istrator of the estate of said deceased; date of
here.
at the term thereof begun ana
which American advance guards had week at a
Not being Washington,
sporting camp in Milford.
qualification October t. a. d. 1918
was the week-cod
Mrs. Mary West
held on the second Tuesday of October, a. d.
a resident *»f tbe State of
Maine, he has ap
tossed in among fhera after working
Nov. 4.
Crumbs.
1918. to wit, on the twelfth
of October
Mrs. Charlotte Crane and eon Henry of
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Carl Stratton,
pointed John P. Whiting of t astioe. in me a. d. 1818, in favor of Susie day
j
round
their
flanks
and
In
beE.
Shaw,
alias
getting
of
Mate
of
his
Hancock.
as
Maine,
county
Birch Harbor were in town last week.
of Hancock.
, Susie E.
Lindsey, of cnerrytiedd jn said
agent in said 8 ate of Maine, as the law di- |
hind them.
county of Washington, against Alfred S. Saaw
WALTHAM.
recta.
Mrs. John Hodgkins is with her busSvldeu Smith and George Unaoott »«
of Staten Island in the state of New York,
ene saw German snipOccasionally
Sarah .'. Walker. In e rf Booksville. in said I for two hundred
W. B. Hastings was in Boston recently.
band at Bayside for two weeks.
sixty four dollars and
loading a car with lumber at Franklin
ers
er
flat
machine
de
cased.
gunners
binuia
J.
of
said
sprawled
county,
luuuey
dam ge.
seventy one cents debt or
and
Koad station.
Brocksviile, in said county, appointed ad 1 twenty dollar* and a venty eight cents oats
James Covey, wife and daughter Leone
School opened to-day;
Isabel
Miss
on the ground at the foot of a tree
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to help maintain strength and vitality equal to withstanding
the dual strain of growth and wear and tear of the body. <0^
The reputation of Scott’s is based upon its abundant
nourishing qualities and its ability tc build up strength.
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aiinistnirix of tbe estate of said deceased, of suit, and will be »oid at public auction at
da;e of qualification October 1, a. d. 1918
my office, to wit, at my dwelling in Gouldaboro in said county of Hancock, to tne highL. Paris Cashing, a per-on of un«ound mind
of Bluehill. in eaid county. W. C Conary of | est bidder, on the sixteenth day of December,
a.
d. 1918. at two o’c'ock in the afternoon, the
Bnckspo. in said county, appointed guirddescribed leal estate and ah tbe
lan of snM I*. Paris Cushing; date of qualiJ following
fication ociooer i, a. d. 1918.
ghc, title and interest which the **id Alfred
S. Shaw has and had in and to the same cn
P.
of
I
ln»e
Ellsworth.
in
Sidney
Stockbridge.
th' twcuUeth aay of June, a. d. 1918. the lime
said conntv. deceased. Henry B. stockot.dge, j
wnen a lien was created on said real estate
hy
of said i. iaworth. appointed adroi-is* rator
decree of said supreme judicial court, for the
of the e»f«te of said deceased; date of quail- |
benefit of said Susie E. Shaw, alias Susie E.
fication
o«r 11, a. d. I9i».
to
wit:
Lindsey,
Bnug one-half part in
Kezia i:. Jones, a person rf onsonnd mind c- ramon and undivided of the southern
half
of Brooksville. in said county. Fred .1 Per*- | of Fish Point, so-called, being a
atrip of land
ins of stun Btooksviile, appointed guardian
nine
and one-half (29^) rods wide
twenty
of said K>zia R. Jones: date of qualification I and extending the whole
length of the ioi.
September 10, a. a. 1*18.
from
tue shore of
South bay, otherw.se
known a<* Gonldsbnro Point Bay. back to the
Annie E. Land say, late of Lawrence. E-sex
Massachusetts. deceased. head of the lot two hundred aud ninety-two
county. fve of
George McLane of said Lawrence. appointed , rods. Being the same let the whole of which
admim ;utvi with the will annexed of *he W««< conveyed the said Alfred 8. Shaw by
John soaw oy deed da^ed Sep;etnber 5. 1837,
estate of said deceived: date of qu*Jideation
and recorded in said Hancock county registry
October l. k. U. 1J18. No; ht.hg
resident oi
M-.ire. he hn« appointed Jerome1 ot deeds, vol. 219. page 79
the ScatSaid one-half pari
H. Enowies of Northeast Harbor, in tbe iu common is subject however to the right,
j
'n. >ck. S ate of Maine, as b.s I title and interest of the said Su^ie E. Shaw,
county
agent in said State of Maine, as tbe law di- said petitioner, o> virtue of a decree of divorce from the saidjAlfred 8 Shaw.
recta.
Jamrs a. Hill,
Fanny Platt W’right, laie of Philadelphia j
D<*OUtv Sheriff
Pennsylvania, deceased. Sydney L. Wright
of said Philadelphia, appointed executor of
the last will and testament of said deceased;
date of qualification September 10. a. h. isia.
Not bein£ a resident of»he State of Maine, be
Notice of ShnrilTii
has appointed Jerome H. Knowles, of North
Sal*- on "Execution of
east Harbor, in the county of Hancock, State
KmhI Estate At niched un Writ.'C
of Maine, a- his ag«*nt in said Siam of M *ine.
as the law directs.
’"1 '*351 j«TATE OP; MAINE ■
Elated at
Ellsworth, thii thirtieth lay
of October, r. d. 1?18.
County of Hancock
°M}
•'3
<
< uha E. Mtiu.-i, Act
AttTiNK.^Mit.. Oct. 23. IWI8_teg Register of Probate
23rd d*y"of~ October. a. d
is is,
on execution dated October 3. 1918, issued
1
NOTICE Of »UKECL^l '«E.
on a judgment
rendered by the supreme
Corft L. Conner* of Mount judicial court for the county of Waldo, at the
of term thereof begun and heid on the fourth
Desert. Hancock county.
State
Tuesday of September, to wit. on the 27»h
Maine hv her mortgage deed dated Apri' 13.
I9i5, and recorded tu tiancocs county registry day of September, s. d. 1918. in favor of The
City National Bank of Belfast, a corporation
of deed*, in book 615. page 341, conveytd to
Winfield 8. Smallidge of said Mount Det-ert, duly organized under the laws of the United
the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of States, and having ita principal place of
business in Belfast, in the county of Waldo
land with the building* thereon, situated at
or near
the village of S.al Harbor, in said and State of Maine, against Mary H. Bates of
Wollaston, in the county of Norfolk and comMount Desert, aod being the whole of lot
namber twenry five (25) as shovsn on plan monwealth of Massachusetts,for five hundred
twenty one dollars and fifty three centa. debt
entitled, “Plan of House Lots on the Dunbar
Road, Seal Harbor. Maine, 19U6,” recorded in or damage, and thirteen dollars and aixty one
Hancock county registry of deeds, book of cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
plans 5- page 43, the said lot being bounded auction on the premisia in aaid Castine,
northerly by lot Dumber twenty six, westerly county of Hancock and State of Maine, to the
highest bidder, on the twenty-third day of
by lot number twelve, southerly by lot num
November, a d. 1918. at ten o’clock in the
oer twenty fonr *»rvl e®sterly by the westerly
line of the private way or road shown upon forenoon, the following described real estate,
said plan, being the most easterly private way and all the right, title and interest which the
said Mary H Bates has and had in aad to the
running north and south shown thereon, aud
hereinafter described.
Together with and as same on the thirteenth dav of February, 1918,
at uine hours and fifty minutes in the foreof
to
the
every
part
premises
appnrtenaut
noon. the time when the same was attached,
hereinabove described as conveyed, the follow
ing rights, privileges and easements which on the writ in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of land with buildings
are to be used and enjoyed in common by the
grantee herein, his heirs and assigns, and all thereon, situated in said Castine, bounded
other person* who may be now or hereafter northwesterly by Penobscot bay; southeastA right
entitled to similar rights, to wi.:
erly by High street; northeasterly by lano of
of way for all purposes of a way over a strip George H. Witberlee. a lane, land of Joseph
of laa everywhere two rods m width next Wes-ott and land of the town of Castine; and
adjoining on the east the easterly tier ot lots southwesterly by land of Philip Ober and
shown on said plan, including the lot herein* Charles J Abbo t. the same being the homeabove described as conveyed, and extending stead lot of the late Daniel Moore.
Gho. M. Prkkins. Depute Sheriff.
from the old county road to the northerly line
of the croes road hereinafter referred to,
landing westerly to the Jordon Poud Road,
together with similar rights of way over the
two cross roads, shown on said plan extending from the way above granted westerly to
and into the Joidau Pond Road, said crossPAUPER NOTICE.
roads being thirty feet in width as shown on
contracted with the City of Ellssaid plan wheie they cros* the lots as laid out
worth to support and care for those whc
and shown on said plan and twenty feet in
width from said lots to said Jordan Pond may need assistance during five years beginRoad. No other rights of way or proposed tiing Jan. 1, 1915, and are legal residents ol
rights of way shown on said plan are granted, Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
and no other rights are granted except rights on my account, as there is plenty of room and
of way for purposes of a way over the strips accommodations to care for them at the City
Farm house.
Astuub B. Mitchkll.
of land or ways above described; and whereas
the condition ot said mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this
The merchant who does not advertiseir
notice for that purpose.
WlBrriMLD 8. SMALCIDG*.
a dull season makes it more
profitable fan
By Chas H. Wood, his attorney,
those who do advertise.
Meant Desert, Me.,.Ootob r 11, 1918.
1
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nAVING

after they Had keen shot out of their
camouflaged positions among Its foliThe most sickening sights were
age.
where bodies of the enemy had attempted to mnke stands In ditches or
beside sunken roads and had been
trapped by American enfilade machineThe deadly automatic rifles
gun fire.
had ripped through whole lines of
Germans, and investigation frequently
showed that every man's body was
pierced by seven or eight bullets and
that frequently the same bullet passed
These
through three or four men.
corpses looked like heaps of rags or
discarded uniforms and equipment, so
closely did they overlap one another.
No Trace of Nervousness.
But, despite all, the Americans
marched forward, stopped three or
four times a day for meals, and then
made camp, and slept at night amid
the horrible surroundings without ever
doing more than showing a surprising
preliminary interest in the matter. If
they saw a corpse in khaki they looked
it over closely to see if they knew who
it was.
Only occasionally did they
have time to inter it; that was left to
the burying parties that followed them
As they walked througli woods
up.
and fields to get water or supplies, they
implanted rifles, bayonets down, in the
ground to mark the spot of every dead
American they discovered.
But there was no trace of nervousness and no evidence of any of the
men
worrying or brooding over the
fate of their fallen comrades.
The
corpses were entirely impersonal to
them and never rattled even the newest recruit.
The doughboys showed no backwardness about appropriating Luger
automatic pistols, the most prized
souvenir to be had, from dead Boehes,
nor did they hesitate to
pluck off wellcamouflaged helmets from the pates of
Hun cadavers.
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CONQUERS RHEUMATISM
IN A VERY FEW DAYS
It 18 an established fact that a small dose
of Kbeuma taken once a day has driven
the pain and agony from thousand* of
racked,crippled aud despairing rheumatics
during the last seven years.
Powerful and sure; quick acting, yet
harmless and inexpensive, Kbeuma gives
blessed relief almost at once. The magic
name has reached nearly every hamlet in
the land and there is hardly a druggist
anywhere who cannot tell you of al ».oet
marvelous cures.
If you are tortured w ith rheumatism or
sciatica, you can get Kbeuma from C. E.
Alexander or any druggist, with the uuderstanding that if it does not completely
drive rheumatic poisons from your system
money back.
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NOKTH LAMOINE.
C. A. Crane and son Henry, of
Birch Harbor, visited here last week.

Ormond and
m

Harold Haslam, who are
training at Camp Devens, were here

last week
Mrs.

on a

short

Mrs.

furlough.

Lenora

Kingman, who has been
very ill of grip, has fully recovered. Hi r
little daughter Thelma is also recovering.
Mrs.

t

“This is what

ft

or

w

i

sore

surprise party was given
Salisbury Friday evening,

day.
Nov. 11.

Manchester and daughter

Frank

—

A
nice

T

a

cough

BalsamanJ you can

‘Mother says WILLIAM TELL
never misses.
I guess
that’s why they named it WIL-

FLOUR

LIAM TELL.

Things always

out right, there isn’t any
waste, and it goes further.
Mother says WILLIAM TELL

come

FLOUR just

saves

£«*«««««««««««*«*** gg.g-g.gj

itself.”
DAISY BAKER

“JERRY” NEW NICKNAME
FOR GERMAN SOLDIER

It’s Jerry now, not Fritzie.
It has been noted recently In
soldiers' letters that the pet
name for the
enemy among the
Yankees in France is “Jerry.”
At the beginning of the war
the name w-as applied only to
German aviators, but it is rapg idly being adopted for all of the
4 troops.

WHITCOMB,

*t

dedisagrecab
pend upon it to ync quick relief.
It’s guaranteed. I’ve used it lor years
and always keep :: bottle cn hand.
Sold by druggists everywhere.

isn’t

HAYNfcS &

WtlllftfcY.

Mrs. Berher

birth*
Y.

take for

thro-;-

g

$M****lt»»**»*4*M*»»*»*Ht*

are

of

France.

last week.

Miss Vera E. Jordan bax returned to
Bangor high school.
E. F. Bartlett of East brook lias moved

afacttxtnitius.

here

illness

t
>
*

aMjtttissniunts.

YANKEE NURSES
SHOW METTLE

Clear the Skin
A beautiful complexion is the outward mark of
good blood and a healthy body. When the stomach,
liver and blood are in good order, the shin b clear and

Unsightly blotches, pimples, eruptions

lovely.

Girls Behind the Men Behind the
Guns Are Doing Great
Work.

and

sallowness show the need of Bee chain's Pills t.> stimulate
and regulate the vital organs and improve the circula-

Good health and better locks soon follow the use of

tion.

OVER 12,000 NOW THERE

BEECUMS PILLS

They Know They Have

They Are Tackling It in a
Man’* Way—Morale Is
Perfect

parade the streets and add their notes
general rejoicing.

to

NEWS

to the

Just

the united war work campaign
opened, the bells of the village rang out in

RLUEHJI.L.
t'baw

as

Barker »ml wife have returned to anticipation of peace to follow the signing
of the armistice. Caairmau White has a
strong committee, and large results are

Cil»i§.
Word h»« been received that Private
arrived safely
Aifiaeder Davidson has

expected.
An honor roll

Elm
presented
Street Congregational church Sunday by
the ladies’ benevolent society.
It con*

«rer*eaa.

Harold Hnow of the 73rd infantry was
Devena on four days’
tome from Camp

tamed

last *eek.

furlough

the

Wilford Conary baa hern accepted in
aviation service, and is training at
C-»»p2*cb*ry Taylor, Kentucky.

thirty

pastor.

to the

was

names, which were read by
A prayer of dedication fol-

j

lowed.

John W. Gray and Mrs. Laura Etta [
Sherman were married at the bpofford

L-vi Oillis of the W7th engineers has
and shoulder.
t»*n wounded in the arm
were broken, and
He writes that no bones
discharged from the
if expects to be

parsonage Saturday evening by Kev. H. W.
We no of the Elm Street Congregational
church.

The

siugle-ring

service

was

They will reside on Pond street.
lospita! soon.
Congratulations are extended.
Orro
Dunbar,
Maynard
Cbatto,
Lyman
The body of Capt. Edward G. Parker
Grmdle and A. B. Herrick, from Camp arrived
Monday morning from New’
of
Parker
the
and
Raymond
Devena,
York. Capt. Parker died at Sailor’s Snug
came
home
at
servce
Akron, U.,
nivsl sir
Harbor last week, just a tew days after
iidt week for a furlough but were rereaching that haven where he planned to
el lied almost immediately.
the winter. He had been a worldused.

spend
wide sailor,

The aad new a has bean received of the
Kith from influence of Theodore W.
Mr.
Serin it bis home at Bewick l$y. Pa.
his

make

Sevin bad

home

summer

fifteen

Binebti! shout

years.

He

in

Susan, and

daughter,

one

will

he

Memorial services in

held
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-hurt

He
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hich

Air. Condon
lather and

w*r.

ulemy

Music

was

sons,

a

was

kind

a

every
troop convoy
from ihe l'niter! States brings scores
more of these women experts.
From
peace loving American
homes that
have not yet felt the grim hand of
war these blue-clad Yankee girls, like
their big brothers, are plunging into
this maelstrom of war with a determination and efficiency that has won
for them already the unstinted praise
of all the allies.
They know they’ve got a man-sized
Job before them, stripped of all the
so-called glamour of war, and they’re
tackling It In a man’s way. Up in the
field and base hospitals under shellfire and valiantly braving air mid terrors. they’re “carrying on” untirhvdy.
night and day. working unceasingly to
save the lives of our hoys.
Miss Hall, who was one of the first
American nurses to arrive in France
Immediately after the United States
decided to jump Into this job of winding up the watch on the Rhine, was
witness of the
sterling quality of
American womanhood in this war under fire.

of

the

most affectionate
His

husband.

pleasing

friend*.
were

Everett L.

held at

Charles

Gray

Nov. 11.

SEAWALL.
Mrs. Datie Thurston of Tremont visited
Mrs. C. E. Metcalf last week.

furnished by tbe
S.

Margaret Dolliver has a position
Washington, D. C. Agnes Ward has
taken charge of her school at Alt. Desert.
Mrs. Hubert Farnsworth of Ellsworth
visited her parents, Edgar Newman and
Miss

ICK SPORT.

in

pi-iur®.ifoeru welcome the reopen'oltl*- Alamo. Mrs. Hussey will man-

«it.
’♦tig*

Tune ‘'ridge*, who is employed in
'nanition factory at Lowell, Mass., made
1 T«it home
last week.

wife, last week.

Her sister

Ora

|

rescue.

“One girl, Eva Parmalee of Boston
on duty in one of the tents most
One bomb fell so near her
I badly hit.
«lotldng was ripped and torn by bits
of flying debris and pieces of sand
lodged in the flesh of her face. Undaunted. she carried on through it all.
rushing here and there aiding wounded and assisting In the work of rescue.
Not until it was all over did she notice the state of her clothes or the bits
of sand in her face.”
was

Mr.

to

McKinley’s letter
cheer to all who
be sufferers as he
Read it:

PERUNA

brings
•nay
was.

“I can honestly say that I owe
**jr life to Pern no. After some of
the best doctors In the country
me up and told me I could
*b®t live another month.
Pernn*
•**«d me. Travelling from town
u
town, throughout the country
*nd having to go Into all kinds
badly heated stores and build*®gs, sometimes standing up for
at a t.me while plying my
"■ad-- as auctioneer,
is only
It
Natural that 1 hod colds frewould
this
so
when
^entlrt
•®cur I paid little attention to it,
r*N»l last December when I con-

ft

jjacted
•hfough

a

severe

neglect

which,
case,
on
part
my

It

Cured
Me
Auctioneers.
Eeeryyrfcere.
Tablet or Liquid For
Sold

p-aise It too

highly.'*

j

marriage of Walter K. Carter, formerly
of this place, and Doris Hatch of Penob-

tried it on that stiff
muscle, sciatic pain, rheumatic twinge, lame back, you’ll find

you’ve

Once

the

joint,

scot.

relief you never
liniment could produce.
Won’t stain the skin, leaves no muss,
wastes no time in applying, sure to
give quick results. A large bottle
Your own or any
means economy.
a

Mrs. George Carter and Miss Ethel
Wight spent the week-end here returning
to Waltham, Mass., to-day, accompanied
by their mother, Aire. Nora Wight, who

spend the winter with them.
Capl. Harvey Gong, jyhile at Isle su
Haut last week, fell, striking his back
and bruising himse'f badly. Capt. Warwill

WESf

other druggist has it. Get it today.

Sloan's
Li niment
Kills Pai n
30

Bueno* Ayr*

telephone

a

beu

installed in her hour

Hardison

has

Farnsworth,

Lee

Goodwin

schooner. Brilliant

Thursday

and

and

here

midnight.

Nov. 11.

Echo-.

BAYSIDE.
visitors last

sister,

That’s the message you’ll
be sending to your Uncle
Sammy when you put the
United War Work Campaign over the top.

of

son

Bluenih

Lester Bowden is

the home of

week at

Percy

Mrs.

again after

out

President

road, under the efficient

Paris.—The name of President Wilhas supplanted those of King
IJeorge V of England and of the late
Emppror Nicholas of Kussia as a label
for popular styles In men’s wearing
apparel in the Paris shops.
son

re-

to him and his

man-

crew.

Kay, who moved his family to
days

John E.

telegram announcing the arrival

A

hi

j Portland last summer, spefit a few
His w ife, w ho is in
here last week.

bea'th,

poor

children, is with her
mother, Mrs. Frank Moon, in Ellsworth.
C. A. C.
Nov. 11.

Shur-Rianumi*.

with

her

GREEN LAKE.
Maurice

Are

There

other

Willey and wife have returned
from (.’berryHeld.
C. E. Scribner and wife have both been

Kll.swurth

People .similarly situated.
Can there be any stronger proof offereu
than the evidence of Ellsworth

A.

M.

Franks, carpenter,

“I noticed

Hays:
lame and ached
bad

I

work and

was
was

severely.
compelled

to

Quinn

Henry

Springer

from the first

and

family

a

here

was

in

the

last

log

week

lumbering interests.
Hiram Fallen has returned from Ban-

lay off from

out

for several

Nov. 11.

G.

days. 1 was in this condition until 1 !
got Doan’s Kidney Pills. They helped
me

has

looking after his

was

growing
Finally, it got

down and

M ichael

quietly

High St.,

67

uiy back

ill of influenza.

resident*?

After you have read the follow ing,
answer the question.

when 1 had

SURRY.

WEST

laken

R. i. Carlisle i* il
couple of boxes, 1 was relieved. 1 have
since had a cold, which settled on my
Evelyn Carter has relumed to her school
kidneys, causing another attack, but
Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at E. G. ! in Lakewood.
Moore’s Drug Store, very soon removed j
Mrs. Frances L. Moore < f
llswortn is
the aching from my back and 1 haven’t
been annoyed since with the trouble.” visiting her gmiiddatigl ter, Mrs. Albert
Willins.
(Statement given February 7. 1905).

a

Who are the boys that
will put the pill in Kaiser
BUI?
You know who they are.
Give them more power to
their arms by putting the
United War Work Campaign over the top.

STILL PRAISES DOAN’S.
On December 4,1916, Mr. Franks said:
“I shall never forget the benefit I derived
through the use of Doan's Kidney Pills
at the time 1 recommended them before.
Since then, they have always proved very
beneficial when 1 have bad need to use a
kidney medicine.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co.,
MfgrB., Buffalo, N. Y.

Mrs. Fred
here

j

last

household

Beede.

with

week,

and

goods

to

son

moved

Old

Hoyt, was
part o? her

Town.

Nov. 11.

L.

Fur any ii hi. e-» of the skin. for skin
rashes, ch ip, liuiples, etc., try Doan's Ointment. 6'c. >o all dreg stores.

Laiigii

at Cold

Perfection O 1 Heater today
Buy
muzzle biting Jack Frost this fall—and
laugh at cold snaps this winter.
a

—

A Perfection Oil Heater gives just the
warmth for these chilly mornings
and evenings.
Later, if the furnace runs low, it will give the
additional heat you need—smokeless, odorless and inexpensive.
A Perfection Oil Heater burns full blast 8
hours on one gallon of SO-CO-NY OIL.
Easily carried from room to room, wherever

right

needed.
Sold by hardware and general stores

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

Supplants King Georgs V.
Latest French Popular
Style Label.

a

lapse of influenza.

DeBeck.

Henry C. Kay, jr., with his bride,
i formerly Mis* Georgia Goodwin of Massaagement of Road Commissioner Abbott j chusetts, has gone to Mt. Desert Rock
was completed Saturday, and is a credit
light, wher** he is assistant.
The State

“Uncle Sam, here’s a hundred and seventy millions.
Keep the boys on their
toes another year.”

Mrs.

with lumber for South Goulds-

Fred Cousins and

Mrs.
her

Air». Thomas-

Thomas*-'r/s
Hardison, Webnesday.

D. M.

boro.

were

ana

o>

fair, postponed on account
influenza, win be held November
14.
In the evening a
four-act drama,
“Home Ties,” will be given, followed by
a dance. Supper* will Deserved
d o clock

Sangerviile.

loaded

Capt.

The grange

Marlboro to teach.

William Nelson have gone to

of

of the

to

gone

*

receiverl

whB

father,

Stanley is at work at Brewer for
the Bangor Gumber Co.
Uavlon

Goldie

eta, 63 ts,

FEANKG1N.

Miss Adah Savage has had

The

a

R.

Nov. 11.

John

soothing

warm,

thought

ren York went after him with his sloop,
returning Saturday. Capt. Gong is confined to bis bed, and nearly helpless.

Miss

sore

WILSON NAME ON MEN’S GARB
on

E.
Mr. Samuel McKinley, 3507
12th St., Kansas City. Mo., MemJewelry
ber of the Society of U. S.

You don’t have to rub It In
to get quick, comforting relief

Morale Is Perfect

[

3bucri»t uunts.

L1 Owe My Life

Mrs. Fred Tilden, with two children, of
Eagle River, Wis., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. A. E. Webber.

went

“I was one of tlio first to come over
back with her.
with the Harvard Rase hospital unit.
L>.
T. E.
No sooner were we landed than we
Nov. 11.
Haymood Bowden and Freeman Gray
were attached to the British and hurterefcome fora brief furlough last week.
•
BLUEUILI. FALLS.
ried up near the first line to staff a
Tfley have .-covered from their severe .illlittle tented hospital city near CamMrs. H. A. Candage is at home alter a
^*at Camp
have
and
passed week with Bessie Dray at South BluehiU. iers. There were two other American
Devens,
first overseas examination.
field hospitals near us.
Emogene Bickford is teaching at South
Hr*. W. L. Luce has been elected presi“It was a bright moonlight night. ;
BluehiU.
of be ladies' benevolent society of
Our tents were shown up like a silver i
on the Catharine
has
Hall
Kosb
shipped
Kim tireet Congregational church.
city. At midnight the alarm sounded.
Mrs. B. lJ.
Blodget and Mrs. A. H. Rust as lreight agent.
We leaped from our beds. There was j
*er® re-elected as
secretary and treasurer
The hum of the Roche ma- j
The Davidsons have closed their cottage
no panic.
^{actively. The society will serve a aud returned to Pennsylvania.
chines was plainly audible. Suddenly
U:ve*t supjier Nov. 20. A most successCrumbs.
five deafening explosions told us they
Nov. 11.
year is reported.
had gotten our camp. It only lasted
N'ov. li.
W.
about five minutes, but in that short
maklboro.
time their five bombs dropped in a
was
Ellsworth
of
Arthur Cushing arrived from Camp
Matthew McIntyre
straight line had nearly demolished
^n* Monday morning, on a leave of here last week.
our camp.
1 -r
influof
days.
Miss Dorothy Aldridge died
“Tents containing American wound'^orge Crane and wife arrived home enza in a Portland hospital Oct. at. She ed were
ripped to shreds, temporary
^'urday Mr. Crane has had a vacation was eighteen years of age, and the only
mowed down like
c*'iDe week, and resumed his duties Mon- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Aldridge. hospital buildings
Six soldier patients
a pack of cards.
from
<Uy.
The family came here last winter
score or mure inwere killed and a
Tt»«K. M. C. 8. suspended operations Illinois.
jured. The morale of the nurses and
^ Monday forenoon to allow the puj ila
11.ARBNov.
Forgetting
doctors was wonderful.
self, they plunged into the work of
•

agreeable attacks.

Practically

and lumber

member

left to-day for Providence, K. I.
Mrs. John Tufts has gone to Waltham,
Maas., for the winter.

so

Brooksville

stone

Atwood’s Medicine. It will relieve you
quickly and improve your general condition by cleaning your system of impure
accumulations so you won’t have any dis-

clerks, chauffeurs, typists, orderlies,
telephonists, etc., with the American

Gray,
Gray.
heartfelt sympathy
has
the
The family

rhe
»

in

Highly Trained.

GET SLOAN’S FOR
YOUR PAIN RELIEF

BLUEHILL.

Ashworth

Mrs. F. W. Cousins, with little son
uncomfortable,—gas pressure,
heaviness, sour stomach, drowsy, head- Frederick, spent last week with her sister,
ache,—take a teaspoonful of that, honest, Mrs. Percy DeBeck, in West Franklin.
Word was received here last week of
old-time prescription, the original “L.F.”

as

for liberal sub-

Nov. l|.

1

born

made for him many
funeral services

H. c,ra..,
and K. C.

H.

orcheatr

»

a

home, Kev. John Carson officiating,
t he Masonic burial services were held at
the cemetery. The bearers were DeForest

d-»scriOed conditions

a>io»sied

was

Outdoor

carry on the great work
be undertaken at the close

mn

o'Uit
1

orth
n

leaves

lodge and Foresters, and in both
orders will be greatly missed.

the

Kurope,

He

masonic

A patriot ir meeting was held at the
l^sn hat1 F idsv e **ning in the interest
cl tbe united war work campaign. W.
H. Osgood ptsil-d, and outlined the

in

was

He

.usmess.

into

W.

breakdown

nervous

influenza.

tu

mg

interested in the

was

m .uuer

romiri: tees.

the loss of

tifty-eight

frueb promise, devoted to his widowed
mother and popular with all his associates.

»•*

CONDON.

years ago. He had been very
active in town affairs, serving several
.ears as chairman on board of selectmen.

Horace

G, 58th infantry, April 27, 1318, and
it wpb his
regiment to France
wrlr in July. He w as a young man of

ri

S.

mourns

Aiduw, eight daughters ana live
one brother, Ralph H. Condon.

\

irk of the
Bitten of Kt

W. Webb

also

««•

w

of

illness

terminal

with

mustered

was

held

prominent and esteemed citizen, James
S. Condon, who died October Id, altera

Duffy, who died 9ept. 24, from wounds
action, will be held at the
Baptist church Nov. 17 at 2.30 p. m..
s ifer the auspices of Keewayden lodge,
Duffv

All

EAST
F. L.

atDrrtianufiue,

NEWS

If you feel

Reckon
well the cost of things in
these war-thrift times; think
how cheap this remedy is at
London.—America has poured a only ONE CENT A DOSE.
veritable army of her womanhood into There’s no
blood-purifier or
war-torn Europe. To date over 12,000
real corrective of constipaAmerican nurses have been sent over.
tion that is more economicWithin the year there will be
right al and beneficial. Price fiO
here on the ground more than
24,000 cents.
Buy of your dealof these American
“girls behind the
er the TRUE “L. F.” made
men behind the
guns.”
This Is the estimate of Miss Carrie by the L. F. Medicine Co.,
M. Hall of Roston, head of all Ameri- Portland, Me.
can Red Cross nurses in Great Britain.
Of the 12,000 now here, between
000 and 700 are working In Grent Britain In the dozen or more American
hospitals that have sprung into being
within the past six months. The remalnder are staffing hospitals behind
the Hnes in France.
With the arrival of American soldlers
Vladivostok came a contingent of nurses from the American Red
Cross unit at Tokln, Japan. As liostilitles and American casualties begin
there more United States army
regular nurses probably will be sent to

All women sent over so far are highly trained graduate nurses, bacteriologists, dietitians and college trained
hygiene experts. The war department
in Washington has ruled that
only
these trained women may be sent over
for the time being, at least.
For this reason General Pershing’s
recent call for 5.000 girl workers with
the American army In France will be
tilled by British instead of American
girls.
England’s women’s army, the
“Wanes” (Women’s Army Auxiliary
Corps) is now conducting a nationwide recruiting campaign here for
these British girl volunteers for duty

a

reived in

Mr.

JAMK8

Brooksville

South
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K nf P
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Kev.
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dinner

Russia.

W.

Air. Condon

honor of
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SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.

Osgood and wi fe.

Wilhg H.

|

Hugh

son,

meeting
Village
society was held at the
house of Judge Snow Monday evening,
Nov. 4. After the busings m eting, an
io'®resting program arranged by Judge
nd Mr® Suo* and Mrs. Twining wa.“
tarried out and enjoyed
hy all. Th»*
meeting

will

Nov. 11.

improvement

[*T*niter

:

officiating.

of the

Tbe November

funeral

The

Tuesday afternoon,

vilely known as a publisher, being at
onetime the sole owner of the Pittsburgh
Uadc He leaves, betides the widow,
one

i

shipbuilder and inspector of
He leave* a wile, a brother and

vessels.

was

I

a

two sisters.

Man-Sized

Job and

Directions of Special Value to Worsen are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the v*o*Jd. I:i boxes, 13c., 25c.

COUNTY

a

After

COUNTY

PERFECTION

OIL HEATERS A *£S&£iU

I.lvwtool Subcommittee' of the AgriBoard,
together
Advisory
with *j>eola! swine meml»ers and the
representatives of the pa< kers. to Im1
prove the present unsatisfactory sltu| at Ion, which Uus unfortunately resulted because of the Injection of uncontrollable factors.
We ask the producer to co-operate
with us In a most difficult task
The members
of the Conference

COUNTY

BARROOM NOW
USEDBYY. M.C.A.

cultural

Allen and wife of

on

J. A. Hill and
homed Mra.

Parker

the P“w

MOUTH HANCOCK.

and wile.

I

Andrew Spurting, who cut hie leg in the
woods, and naa been h on.e two weeks, re-

Oahnelle Wooater
iu Bangor.

.a

attending «cho.l

Mm. F. M. Wataou .pent laat
week
Bar Harbor.

turned

to work Saturday, accompanied
by Lewie Bunker and Ed Potter, of South
Goulds boro.

Clarence Martin of

Mra.

,n

Aahv<le,n<1

Mre, Stanley Gordon of
Baya.de arc
Funeral services were held at the home
j mg at 8. £. Merchant’s.
of .Mrs* Eliaate b Hammond for her son
The aympathy of the
community goes
Albert, who oied Oct. id, a victim of
out to Madison
and wife of
North
pneumoni* following influenza. At the Hancock in the Joy
low. of their oldeet
time of bis death, his youngeet brother
non
l«e. Who died Sunday.
Simeon, bis wife and little daughter were
Tbe
of
Mra.
Annie Smith, widow
body
all ill.
They are ail convalescent now.
The sympathy of the community goes out ofK. C. Smith, who died at Worcester

Mae.., Monday, arrived here Wedaeertav’
accompanied by her daughter, Mr,!
Blanche
Ritchie, and husband. The

family.

to the

Nov. 4 the village was honored by
having, through the efforts of some of
our
townspeople, a beautiful flag unfurled to the breeze. It was thought beat,
On

as

tbe influenza

epidemic

children

marched

from the

“Three-Cornered Piece.’1 A phonograph played "The Star Spangled Baniier"aa8. G. Wood raised the flag, after
1 which K. N. lienaon of Bar Harbor and
West Oouldsboro, gave a fine address.
At tbe close of his address, he read
lines by an anonymous writer.

Mie.

from

few

a

a

Mra

Who Rave the service flan to match the Red
and White aud Blue.
And here's to tbe fellows who worked with
such vigor and skill.
Although tnry're not in this terrible war,
They plan to do their pan auu we know
they will.
Nov. lr.
1.

Leeter Crane ia
at

Gray

Groan A

Christman trees

of
ou

Raymond Hutchins’ family
recovered

from

Hut china,
Dover

to

Saturday
it has

who
care

a

business, and
than

fully

family,

poor

usual.

for the

dairy

drying up

more

season

cows are

Tbe

are

doubtless the
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Positive Not Negative.
tiling or the other. Don't be
a
dummy for life to hung theories
upon. Be a reul person, with like* untl
dislikes, with Interests and activities
Be
with something that Is positive.
Be
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pleasant,

teacher, and has many friends. Mr. Carter is also a graduate of the academy, and
a promising young
man. in government
service.
They have the best wishes of
their many friends.
Nov. 11.
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Saturday morning Walter K. Carter < f
Walibam. Mas**., and Dons Haleb of this
place, were married at tbe residence of
tbe bride’s parents, Mr. end Mrs. George
Hatcb.
Rev. Mr. Angel of Hucksport performed the ceremony. Only immediate
relatives were present. A luncheon was
served, after which tbe happy couple
started on their wedding lour.
Mrs. Carter is a graduate of Bluehill academy and
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Aubrey Alley, wife and niece, Mi„
Angie Garland, will leave thin wee, (or
Massachusetts for the winter.
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Herbert Ooodwin and wife win leave
this week for Ma.sachueetta for
the
winter.
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Marie Patten relurned
viait in Hampden.

hospital

Here's to our friend Soberholu. to whom
much credit's du*.
And here'* to Mrs Hope who gave us our
beautiful Ked. While and Blue.
And here’s to Mis
Lovejoy so io>si and wo
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Frederick Macomber ha. returned
to
Ellsworth high school.
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Devens on a furlough.
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over, to have a quiet raising, not inviting
any from out of town. At 2.30 tbe school
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not

merely

not

unpleasant;

he sweet, not merely not disagreeable:
be good to look upon, as far as iu yur
power; be well Informed, as fur as
But whatever you an-, be
possible.
(live to
that thing to the utmost,
those who are aronnd you your very
twst and unconsciously they will give
their very best to you.
Try It and
see.
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Young has returned to his ship
tne Mt. Vernon.

Tracy has gone to
to attend high school.
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bor,

Winter Har-

Kenneth Tracy and wife entertained a
friends Saturday evening.
Henry J. Havey has gone to Boston and
New York for an extended visit.
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Mark Archer and

Harry

Foss

West Goulds boro to work
for F. T. Wood.

to
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have gone
the mill

Mrs. Nellie Robertson, who has been
visiting her daughter, Hattie Robertson,
at Chicken Mill, has returned to North
Sullivan.
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Joho Butler and wife of North Butlivan
have moved
Mr

into

George

Butler is foreman

Rolfe’a

in the

house.

woods

for

W. F. Hutchings.
Walter Donnell and family of Ashville
will move
into John Whitaker’s house
to-day. Mr. Donnell will work in the
woods for W. F. Hutchings.
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Producers—H C. Stuart, Elk Garden. Va.. Chairman Agricultural Advisory Board; W. M. McFadden, ChlA. Sykes. Ida Grove, la.;
I cago. III.;
John M. tCvvard, Ames, la.; J H. MerIn accordance with the policy of the Food Administration since Ita founds
cer. Live Stock Commission for Kantlon to consult representative men In the agricultural Industry on occasion*
sas : J. 0. Brown. Monon. Ind.; K. C.
of Importance to special branches of the Industry, on October 24 there was
American Girl In Sky Blue Uniform
; Brown. President Chicago Livestock
the
of
Stock
Subcommittee
Attend* to the Want* of the
convened In Washington a meeting of the Live
Exchange; N. H Gentry. Sedalia. Mo.;
Thlr*ty Soldier* and SailAgricultural Advisory Board and the special members representing the swine John Grattan. Broomfield, Colo.; Eugene Funk. Blootniugton. III.; Isaac
or*.
Industry to consider the situation In the hog market
Lincoln, Aberdeen. S. D.; C. W. Hunt.
The conference lasted for three days, and during this time met with the
Imogen, la.; C. E. Yancey, W. H. DodBy ROY DURSTINE.
executive committee of the Hfty packing Arms participating In foreign order*
son.
Paris.—In the very heart of a
Fo<mI Administration—Herbert Hoofor pork products and with the members of the Food Adminisiration directing
French port town, where traffic is
ver. F. 8. Snyder. Major E. L. Roy, G.
foreign pork purchases.
It
thickest, there stood a barroom.
H.
Powell.
The conclusions of the conference were us follows:
was just at the point where a sailor’s
I department
of Agriculture—Loula
or soldier’* thirst was greatest as he
Tbe entire marketing situation baa producer nod the Insurance of an adeD Hall. F H. Marshall.
quate future supply.
trudged up the hill. It did a rattling
so changed since the September Joint
The packers present and others
These foreign orders are placed
good business, such a good business
conference as to necessitate an entire
sharing In foreign orders were reprethat the authorities kept a special eye
upon the basis of cost of hogs to Che
stabisented
the
elected
commitof
in
the
by
packers’
alteration
price
plana
packers.
on It.
has
ted
were:
tee.
Those
talk
represen
The current peace
lization.
As the result of long negotiations
Whenever a military policeman hnd
Packers—Armour A Co., Chicago, !
alarmed the holders of corn, and there
he1 ween this body and the Packers’
better to do, he would stroll
nothing
III.: Cudahy Packing Co.. Chicago, 111.;
has been a price decline of from 25
Committee, representing the 4.% to fit) Morris A <’o.. Ch <ago. PI.: Swift A
up to this bar to see how many men
The
fact
bushel.
cents
40
cents to
per
packers participating In foreign or
were draped over It.
Co., Chicago. 111.; W ilson A Co.. Chlca- j
that the accumulations of low priced ders. together with the Allied buyers.
Accordingly, its trade languished,
go. III.: John Agar Co.. Chicago, 111.;
under the Chairmanship of the
corn In the Argentine and South Afri- I nil
tor there are more desirable things to
Co.. Dallas, Tex :
Packing
Armstrong
Food Administration, the following unto be a consistent drinker In
ca would, upon the advent of peace
Boyd Dunham & Co.. Chicago, III.; 't do thnn
the most conspicuous place In town.
and liberated shipping, become avail- dertaking has been given by the packBrennan Packing Co., Chicago. III.;
ers :
Before long the madame found that
able to the European market has creAbattoir Co., Cincinnati, j
Cincinnati
In 'lew of the undertakings on the
had fallen on evil ways.
ated a great deal of apprehension on
O.; Cleveland Provisions Co., Cleve- I her business
part of the Food Administration with
Her success had been so great that it
land. O.; Cudahy Bros. Co., Cudahy.
the part of corn holders. This decline
legard to the co-ordinated purchases
11 had failed!
Wis.: J. Dold Packing Co., Buffalo, N.
has spread* fear among swine growers of pork
products, covered in the atDun
I
Bid* for Y. M. C. A.
Y.;
Co.,
Packing
Pittsburg.
levy
the
In
reduction
prices tached. it is agreed that the
that a similar
packers
Pa.: J. E. Decker A Sons. Mason City, |
MoreA public sale was announced—a sale
of hogs would naturally follow.
participating iu these orders will un
la. : Evansville Packing Co., Evansof all the. oh. so beautiful fixtures.
over, the lower range of corn prices dertnke nor to purchase hogs for less
ville. Ind. ; East Side Packing Co., East
Without thought of price, everything
than the following agreed minimum*
ra18-to-l
in
a
If
would,
incorporated
St. Louis. III.; Hammond Stand I sh A ; would go beneath the hammer of the
fur the month of November, that is u
tio, obviously result in a continuously
Co.. Detroit, Mich.: G. A. Hortnel & j auctioneer.
Kveryone in town knew
minimum
of
daily
$17.50
hundred
per
In view
falling price for live hogs.
Home Packing A
of It. And when you say "everyone,’’
pounds on average of packers droves, Co.. Austin, Minn.;
conditions many
of these changed
Ice Co., Terre Haute, Ind.; Independ- j
excluding throw-outs.
“Throw-outs’
you include Arthur S. Taylor, who
swine
producers anticipated lower to be defined as pigs under 1 .X ent Packing Co.. Chicago. III.; Indian- ! us-ed to be a newspaper man In Philatheir
Abattoir
rushed
Ind.;
result
Co.,
Indianapolis.
|
prices and as a
pounds, stags, boars, thin sows and apoiis
delphia. and who Is now the herd of
Further, that no hogs of any International Provision Co., Brooklyn. I the Y. M. C. A. In the district of the
hogs to market In large numbers, and skips.
Interstate
I
N.
Y.;
Packing Co.. Winona, port town.
this overshipment has added to and kind shall be bought, except throwaggravated the decline.
| outs at less than $16.50 per hundred la.; Power* Begg Co.. Jacksonville. ! So ho wont to the sale. And when
The average of packers
the bidding foil oft. and the mndame
The information of the Department pounds.
III.; Klngan & Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.:
droves to he construed as the average
wrung her bands because the price
of Agriculture indicates that the supof the total sales in the market of all
Krey Packing Co.. St. lx>uia, Mo.; Lake was so low, then up stepped Mr. Tayply of hogs has increased about 8 per hogs for a given day. All the above Erie Provision Co.. Cleveland, O.: I .aylor. and bought all the fixtures for the
cent., while the highest unofficial esti- to be based on
ion Co., Milwaukee. Wis.; Oscar Mayer
Chicago.
|
Y M. C. A.
incent,
15
not
exreed
mate does
A
per
Bro„ Sedgwick and Beethoven
\\> agree ihat a committee shall he
After that he dickered with the
streets. Chicago, III.; J. T. McMillan
creased production over last year. On appointed by the Food Administration
landlord, and catne to an agreement
Co.; St. Paul. Minn.; Miller At Mart.
the other hand, the arrival of hogs to check the daily operations in the
which permitted him to leave the fixChicago, III.; J Morrell A Co.. Ottumduring the last three weeks In the various markets with a view to supertures where they were, to leave the
wa. Ia ; Nuckolls Packing (>*.. Pueblo. ;
vision and demonstration of the
seven great markets has been 27 per
carrybar where It was—but to change what
Colo ; Ogden Pinking and Provision !
ing out of the above.
cent. more man tast year
uurmg me
passed across the bar.
Co.. Ogden. Utah; Ohio Provision Co., j
The ability of the packers to carry
That was only a little while ago.
corresponding period, demonstrating
Cleveland. O.; Parker Webb Sc Co., Deout this arrangement will depend on
Fut today, as you mount the hill of
the unusually heavy marketing of the
and
troit,
Mich.;
Pittsburg
Packing
there being a
normal
t»ie town, as you see the doors of the
marketing of
In the face of the
available supply.
Provision Co., Pittsburg. Pm.; Hath i
hogs based upon the proportionate InI nr stretching out their Invitation to
excessive receipts some packers have crease over the
Roberts
A
<’o..
Waterloo,
la.;
Packing
receipts of last year.
bring In your thirst and linve It
not maintained the price agreed last The increase in
III. : Rohe & Bros.. New
Oake.
Chicago,
production appears to
quenched, you will see a strange
On the other hand, many he a maximum of
month.
York City; W. C. Routh & Co., Logansabout 15 per cent,
thine. Over the door you will see In
of the packers have paid over the and we can handle such an increase.
St. lentil* Ind. Packing Co
port. Ind
large letters the words:
St. Ixiuls. Mo.; Sinclair A Co., T. M
price offered to them In an endeavor
If the producers of hogs should, as
The Red Triangle.
The reto maintain the agreed price.
Ia.
A
L>e
Cedar
Sullivan
Co..
Rapids.
have
in
the
they
past few weeks, preTnside, behind the bar. you will see
sult in any evenT has been a failure maturely marker I
Theurer-Norton
Provision
Mich.;
troit.
In
such increa*togs
on American girl In the sky blue unito
maintain the October price basis ing numbers over the above It Is enCo.. Cleveland. (J.; Wilson Provision
form of the canteen worker. And you
determined upon at the September con- jI tlrelv beyond the
Co.. Peoria, III.; Western Packing an<l
ability of the packwill see sailors and soldiers leaning
ference and undertaken hv the pack- ers to maintain these
Provision Co.. Chicago. III.; Charles
mlnimums. and
their elbows on the shining mahogany
Another factor contributing to | therefore we must have the
ers.
Wolff Packing Co.. Topeka. Kan.
co-opera
and hear them say things like:
the break in prices during the month tion of the
producer himself to main“Give us a chocolate milk-shake."
HELPING US IN WAR
has been the influenza epidemic; It
tain these results
It Is a physical CUBA
"Make mine pineapple."
has sharply curtailed consumption of
impossibility for the capacity of the
"How’s the Y. M. special today?”
pork products and temporarily de- packing houses to handle a similar Sends Sugar, Tobacco, Ships and Mon*
creased the labor staff of the puckers over-flood of hogs and to find a market
"Package of cookies and two straw^
ey, to Assist in Fighting
about 25 per cent.
berry sodas."
for the output.
Hun.
The packers are anx
Think of it! Sodas, in France! And
The exports of I80.000.0tio pounds ious to co-operate with the producers
this is only one of three places in
of pork products for October com- in maintaining a stabilization of price
Washington.—Cuba’s latest war of- ret
pared with about 52.000 000 pound* and to *<»e *bnt productr* receive a fair fering took the shape of a consignment that one port town where the Y. M. C.
the price for their
and
In
October a
ago
year
products.
of 240.000 cigarettes and 3,500 pack- A has a soda fountain.
Beside the bar sits another Ameriexport orders places hie by the Food
THUS B. WILSON,
(Signed)
ages of smoking tobacco for distribucan
Administration for November, amount
girl selling soda cheeks and, in
Chairman Packers* Committee.
tion to the American soldiers In France.
the lulls, changing the record on the
170.000.000 pounds as contrastto
The plan embodied above was adoptIn transmitting the gift, the Cuban
lesser
old about those
with
the
of ed by the conference.
ed
exports
minister explained that it was sent by phonograph. Nothing
iecords. either. With New York Just
#8,000.000 for November 1017. The
The Food Administrator has appointthe Cuban people in recognition of the
"p few days away," the supply of
Increased demands of the allies are ed a committee, comprising Mr. Thomas
work of the American army and as a
tunes is kept up to the minute.
themselves R. Wilson, chairman of the Packcontinuing, and are In
token of the sincere friendship beIn the hack room there are small
proof of the necessity for the large ers' Committee; Mr Bverett Brown, tween Cuba and the United States.
tables and chairs. Those who prefer
production for which the Food Admin- president of the Chicago Livestock KxThis Is not the most important conto rest as they drink may do so.
The increase in ex- change: Major Roy of the Food Adistration asked.
And
tribution Cuba has made. While largcany do.
port demands appears to be amply ministration. Mr. l^ouis D Hall of the er nations of this
have
hemisphere
"You see. I figured it out this way."
sufficient to take up the increase In Bureau of Markets to undertake the
been doing their best to defeat the
said Mr. Ta.vlnr.gas he looked over the
hog production, but unfavorable mar- supervision of the execution of the
of
Prussian dream
world conquest,
blue-and-ollve-drah shoulders packed
ket conditions existing in October afCuba has not been idle. Her declaraford no fair index of the aggregate slon men are asked ro
along the bar, "I figured it out that
co-operate In
tion of war caine on the same day as
supply and demand.
carrying out the plan embodied in the our own. Since then. Cuba has fur- half the attraction of a bar is the soit must r>e evident mat me enor- packers* agreement.
ciability of drinking slowly and gosIt must he evinished us sugar and has sent us ships.
mous shortage in fais in the Central
siping while you do it. And. you see.
dent that offers by commission men to
She has made outright presents of it is!"
Empires and neutral countries would sell hogs below the minimum estaband has established un active
immediately upon peace result in ad- lished above is not fair, either to the nionfj
Cuban Red Cross organization headed
ditional demands for pork
products producer or the participating packers.
^—if—ii—"Cr—tr—☆—£
9.—n
which, on top of the heavy shipments Mr Brown has undertaken on behalf by Senora de Menocal, wife of riie presthe
ident
of
She
has
That
God
republic.
Will
passed
to the Allies, would tend materially of the commission men in the United
a selective service law and has issued
to increase the American exports, in- States that they will loyally support
Damn German
$30,000,000 worth of government bonds.
asmuch as no considerable reservoir of the plan.
American
officers
have
been
invited
to
It Is believed by the conference that
supplies exists outside of the United
Cleveland.—Xot
irreverently, ^
the island to train her troops. There
It seems probable that the this pew plan, hased as It Is upon a
States.
i hut with ranch feeling. Dr. W. j>
has
been
beconstan. co-operation
present prospective supplies would be positive minimum basis, will bring betH. Crawford, president of Alle- I
|
inadequate to meet this world demand ter results to the producer than aver- tween Cuba and the food authorities
slietiy college, brought “Amelia" |
with the return to peace. So far as it age prices for the month. It does not of the United States. Everything with- 7
<i from the throuts of 2,000 Met hoin her power to do. Cuba has done.
is possible to interpret this fact, it ap- limit top prices and should narrow
dlst ill vines in this city when he cpears that there should be even a the margins necessary to country buyI
prayed fervently for “God to
stronger demand for pork products ers in more variable markets.
It Is
damn the German empire." He I
after the war. and therefore any alarm believed that the plan should work out
<■ had just returned from a year
MARINE APPLICANT IS
of hog producers as to the effect of close to $18 average.
and a half service with the Y. M. £
LED TO WRITE SONG
Swine producers of the country will
peace is unwarranted by the outlook.
C. A. on the western front.
i.
In the light of these circumstances contribute to their own Interest by
St. Louis.—Harold Holland of
ft—*—*—*—*-*—■&*—ft—
It is the conclusion of the conference not flooding the market, for It must be
this city went down to marine
that attempts to hold the price of hogs evident that If an excessive over perhere
recruiting
headquarters
to the price of corn may work out to centage of hogs is marketed in any
BARS
GERMAN-MADE MUSIC
and applied for enlistment. He
the disadvantage of pork producers. one month price stabilization and conwas
accepted, but his draft
It is the conclusion that any Interpre- trol cannot succeed, and It Is certain
Kansas City Muaical Club Puts Ban
hoard refused to release him.
that producers themselves can contritation of the formula should be a
on Teutonic Composers,
While at the recruiting station
Living
broad gauged policy applied over a bute materially to the efforts of flu*
or Dead.
he was so impressed with the
It is the opinion of the conferences If they will do their marklong period.
marines that he wrote words
conference that in substitution of (he eting In as normal a way as possible
Kansas City, Mo.—Xo more music
and music of a song entitled,
The whole situation as existing at
previous plans of stabilization the
w ritten by living or dead German
cotn“You Great Big Handsome Ma- £
Live Stock Subcommittee of the Agri- present demands a frank and explicit
posers will be performed by members
rine.” The song has been printcultural Advisory Board, together with assurance from the conferees repreg Of the Kansas City Musical club for
♦*d and now is sung daily at the
that every possible
the specially Invited swine representa- sen ted--namely.
the duration of the war. it was anmarine recruiting rallies.
tives, should accept the invitation of efTort will be made to maintain a live
g : nouneed. This bun against another
the Food Administration to Join with hog price commensurate with swine
! “made-ln-Germany” product was dethe Administration and the packers in production costs and reasonable sellcreed by this city's oldest and largest
determining the prices at which con ing values In execution of the declared
Thumb Cut Off by Chain.
j musical organization. The action was
trolled export orders are to be placed. policy of the Pood Administration
Oil City, Pa.—Mrs. Francis Babcock,
a
resolution adopted In a general
This will be regularly done. The in- to use every agency In its control to seventy-eight, lost a thumb in an odd
meeting of the club and drew objerfluence of these orders will be directed secure Justice to the farmer.
She was tying a cow with
accident.
i t'<ms from a number of the members
common nhThe stabilization methods adopted
to the maintenance of the
a
chain when the animal suddenly who had studied music In
Germany,
the stabilization of the for November renn-sent the best ef
jpd—namely
Jerked, catching the woman’s thumb in but these were withdrawn as the sens *.<
a* to secure as far j forts of the ••on'errnce. concurred in
a loop of the chain and severing it as
price of IIw b«c
t'ment
it
became
favoring
more proms
il (a i M.v- it ta r return* to the I by toe t'v/uij AuiutuifcliaiiotJ ami tin
cleunly as if a knife had beeu used.
nounced.

|

Mrs. J B. Clark ii in Bangor (or

French Town's Most Popular
Drink Emporium Is Bought
at Auction.

; were:
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WEST QCULJXJBOKO.
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large portion of the Held.
Theh._
•» **ken "own and
removed
.it. aide of tbe road. ,„rt
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Mrs. Annie

Hodgkins of North Sullivan,
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Unndle of
B-»r
Mrs.
Harbor, and
Grindle’s
her

granddaughter Katherine,

£

are

at

The Firat Envelope.
The first envelope of which tfecce Is
liny knowledge Inclosed a letter sent
m 1686 by Sir William Turnbell to Sir
James Ogilvie.
The epistle, with its
covering. Is still preserved in the British museum. At that period, and long
afterward. It was the general custom
'o fold letters and sen 1 them with wax.
Early in the last century eayelopes
began to come Into more genera! nse.
and stamped envelopes achieved wide
•sipuiarlty In Knglnnd shortly after
the establishment of the penny post
n 1840.
Hy 18.V1 they were largely
used on this side of the Atlantic.
Human Machinery.
We have headaches and colds. not
at all realizing our body Is ub need
of some good, pure oxygen.
Mechanic* take much better care of
(heir machinery than they do »f td'''r
own bodies.
They know that unle-s
the machine is cleaned, oiled and rested occasionally it will not run P>UP"
the
erly. How* often do they think of
importance of caring for their human
machinery? They run It at the highan
est tension, feed it on stale sir
sur»
improper food and then become
prised If It runs down.

Charlea

Tracy’s.
Nov. 11.

Eitah.
SOUTH

PENOBSCOT.

Roland Grindle shot

a

fine deer Satur-

day.
Ralph J. Worcester, who is clerking in
Belfast, spent the week-end here with
his Istnily.
Mrs.

days
Mrs.

Jj

in

Dean Grindle is spending a few
North Brooksville, the guest of

Eugene Lymburner.

F. B. Mitchell, Herman Grindle, Merle
Grindle and Edwin Leach, who have em-

ployment at the shipyard
spent Sunday at home.
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|

Nov.

in

Sandy Point,

11.
BROOK UN.

Extensive work ia

being

done

on

the

Parker-Pnillips
Plye Point,
which has been sold to Orville
Purdy of
Boston, and which consists of about 125
! acres. A large crew it at work clearing
'land, <lynan.il ing rock* and ploughing a
estate

|

j

at

Iceland

and

America.

of
Although Iceland lies far out
the beaten track of the American tourist, yet she is an island that possesses
with
many interesting associations
It was from Iceland
this country.
that came the first European discoverers
of America, who a thousam
settleyears ago had their prosperous
ments all along the New Englan1
It
coast, as far south as Long Island.
Cowas to Iceland that Christopher
lumbus went for information about
00
the new world before starting off
the first of his epoch-making voyages
across the Atlantic.

First Principles.
0
The fart disclosed by a survef
been
the past that majorities have
to the co
wrong must not blind ns
a
plementary fact that majorities
wrong"
usually not been entirely
Herbert Spencer.

